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THE SOCIAL GETS FUNKY
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Men's hoops prepares for European road trip
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Residents given another chance to express·support or opposition of on-campus stadium . Quite the bargain
- Concerns over· traffic and
noise once· again highlighted
the latest public hearing involving the proposed on-campus
stadium held Monday night at
the Visual Arts Building.
UCF has now hosted 15.public forums in order to get feedback from the community as
well as UCF students and alumni regarding the stadium proj-

ect and its feasibility study, on both sides of the argum~nt both to the financial benefits to feasible? We've had many studwhich began back in January. As openly clashed as others were the community and UCF and to ies do:r;ie, and the bottom line is
of now the expected date for attempting to voice their op~ the importance of building a that we found that it was feasithe Board of Trustees vote on ions. During the hearing, guests strong football program. Orsini ble to build a stadium."
"Every time we get into it
the stadium is Nov. 9. Should were allowed to speak for three also stressed the positive feedthe trustees vote in favor of the minutes in front of the crowd as . back from the UCF community and talk about it, I think Steve
stadium on that date, it would well as Athletic Director Steve about how important the stadi- and I 'both get excited because
likely be ready for the 2007 sea- Orsini and the present trustees: um is to helping the university it's an exciting process," Merck
Dick Nunis, Manoj Chopra, by building a sense of commu- . said. "It's something that's going
son.
,<\ttendance at Monday'~ Rick Walsh, Pat Christiansen nity.
to transform the culture on the
"This will enharice the uni- UCF campus, and it's going to
hearing was seemingly lower and Tom Yochum.
UCF Vice President Bill versity," Ors~ said. "There is a be ·son:i.ething that offers an
than some of the previous
forums, however the atmos- · Merck and Orsini reiterated the need for it at UCF in this stage
phere was the sanie as people value Of an ori-camJ:)us stadium, of its ear.ly development. Is it
PLEASE SEE MERCK ON Al

According to UCF Vice President
Bill Merck and Athletic Director
Steve Orsini, the cost of
traditional construction for a
stadium in 2002 was $107
million. The cost for the same
type of stadium in 2005 is
between $50 million and $60
million.
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Traffic concerns take spotlight again at hearing]
Managing Editor
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Newfihn
festival
enhances
Orlando
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Seeks to showcase
work of local artists,
independent films
ABEER ABDALLA
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StaffWriter

Can Central Florida be the
next Cannes or Sundance? Kurtis T. Bauerle, co-chairman of
the Orlando Film Festival
(OFF), believes true success is
based in potential and measurements to other festivals are not
necessary.
"Our potential is enormous.
Our goal is to establish a woridclass film festival in downtown
Orlando," Bauerle said.
"There's a lot to be said for
Orlando; we have the airport,
attractions and hotel rooms,"
Bauerle said. "There's a lot
going for us." The not-for-profit .
Orlando Film Festival, Inc. was
formed in fall 2004 by life-long
Central Floridians Bauerle,
Maylen Dominguez Arleri,
. PLEASE SEE
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Late-night car
burglaries

hav:e students
questioning

apartment
security

Thefttnain
source -o f
•
crnneon
cantpus
Students advised to
protect valU:ahles,
be aware of area
RACHEL BAUMBACH
Staff Writer
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With a new set of freshmen set
to invade the campus this fall,
crime prevention is something
that should be taken seriously by
those who are experiencing life
on their own for the first time.
According to yearly crime
reports sent out by the UCF
Police Department, there were
abo\lt 285 victims of burglary and
theft on the main campus in 2002.
And while that number dropped
slightly to 280 in 2004, officials
say students should take the
threat of becoming a victim seriously by being aware of their surroundings.
The UCF Police Department
has jurisdiction over the main
campus and two apartment communities, Pegasus Landing and
Pegasus Pointe. According to Sgt.
Troy Williamson, one patrol car
can usually cover an apartment
community. on its 9wn, but it is
not uncommon for several patrol
cars to be at a community at one
time. Still, he said, that is not
enough to deter criminals.
PLEASE SEE

UCF ON A6

SEAN LAVIN
Staff Writer

dam McKercher was sound asleep in
his College Station apartment Saturday morning when a loud bang on his
door from an Orange County Sheriff
Deputy started his day at 7:30 a.m.
Upon receiving the early wake-up call, the UCF
senior said he crawled out of his bed and ventured
into a sea of shattered glass, police cars and several
residents who were shocked to discover their cars
were one of the nine burglarized sometime earlier
that morning.
After walking through the parking lot, McKercher compared the condition of the College Station parking lot that resulted from the recent rash of
crime to a city junkyard
"It looked like You were going through a junkyard

or abandoned car lot," ·McKercher recalled "Some
cars bad parts broken off," he added, and later pointed out that what made the scene most difficult was
the fact that these battered vehicles ''were the same
cars he'd seen his neighbors driving around the night
before:'
.
While McKercher's car was left untouched by the
culprits, his neighbor, who bad parked his car in a
spot adj~ent to McKercher's, walked into the parking lot to find his car's windows shattered and contents robbed
McKercher said he saw his neighbor standing
next to the stripped vehicle "looking at it dumfounded." After McKercher made sure the damaged car
PLEASE SEE

UCF CRIME STATISTICS
According to the UCF Police Department Web site,
larceny/theft is the leading crime reported on and
off ~ampus. Burglary and motor vehicle theft are ·
right behind. In 2004, 38 cases of larceny were
reported on campus, while 202 were reported off
campus. Over the past three years, there have
been no incidents of car theft on campus. However
there were nine cases reported off campus this
year, which is down from 16 in 2003.

NEW ON A6
ILLUSTRATION BY BEN HENDERSON, PHOTO BY ADAM MCKERCHER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Around Campus .
· News and notices for
the UCF community

Last summer publication
·This summer's last issue of
the Central' Florida Future is
available today. The Future will
return to its regular publication
schedule of. Mondays and
Thursdays on Aug. 18.

Graduation tickets available
Graduation tickets can be
picked up from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
today through Saturday at the
UCF Bookstore. Any tickets
unclaimed during this period
will become extras and will be
available on a first-come, fiistserve basis at 8 a.m. Monday.
Caps and gowns can also be
purchased today through Aug.
6 at the Bookstore.
For more information, call
the UCF Bookstore at 407-8232665 or visit www.ucf.bkstore
.com online.
~upport for self-esteem

Sister to Sister will meet at
3:30 p.m. today in the Student
Union Room 224. This group
will provide support, information and understanding for
black women dealing with selfesteem issues. Members will
explore how family expectations, depression, relationships
and communication problems
4npact one's view of self.
Contact Dr. Germayne Graham in the Counseling Center,
407-823-28ll, for more information.

Common ground
The Counseling Center will
host the Students with Disabilities support group at 5 p.m.
today iii the Student Resource
Center Room 200. This support
group will give students with
varying disabilities an opportunity to share experiences and
gain support, insight and information from other students
who may have had similar
experiences.
For more details, call Dr.
Vivian Yamada or Sareet Taylor
at 407-823-28ll.

Awinning resume
· Career Services & Experien- .
tial Learning will provide a onehour resume writing workshop
at 10 a.m. Thursday in the Student Resource Center Room
185. This workshop will show
students, alumni, faculty and
staff how to best highlighttheir
skills, activities, education and
experience to secure an interview and will include a discussion of references and cover letter preparation.
Call Career Services &
Experiential Learning, 407-8232361, for more information.

Interviewing basics
· A one-hour practice interviewing lab will be held at 2
p.m. Thursday in the Student
Resource Center Room 185.
This lab will review the types of
· interviews and their respective
uses and will include an indepth explanation of the functions of each interview component. Participants will learn
appropriate responses to interview questions.
For more information, contact Career Services & Experiential Learning, 407-823-2361. .

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-.4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com.

Students live homestyle college life
Sharing roof with parents can impact social life, but the food is much better
beneficial for parents who are
not quite ready to have their
children move out. 1
The college experience "I like having him at home,"
dorms, parties, pizza, late nights Kossuin's · mother, Barbara,
and ... mom?
said. "I get nervous when I don't
For some students, college know where he is."
life is not the cliche. Many live
Getting involved on campus
at home with their parents and and making friends is one chal- ·
have all the responsibilities, lenge students living at home
rules and regulations that it often face. Students living on
comes with.
campus are constantly exposed
The transition from high to ways of getting involved, and
school to college is supposed to involvement in non-academic
be one of great liberation and campus activities has a strong
independence, marking a new correlation to satisfaction and
chapter in a person's life and higher GPAs.
·
guiding the path toward adultStill, some students who live
hood. For those students who at home manage to get involved
live at home, it is a slightly di(- in campus activities regatdless
ferent experience.·
of their seclusion.
"My responsibilities since I
Amy Schwartz, a senior who
graduated from high scho9l has been living at home with
haven't changed much," fresh- her mom and sister since her
man Lee Kosstrin said. "I still freshman year, is president of
need to let mom know where I Hillel and helped bring the first
am, if I'll be home for dinner."
Jewish sorority' to UCF, Alpha
Although Kosstrin occasion- Epsilon Phi.
ally eyes his friends' liberated
"Living at home probably
lifestyle enviously, he does does take away from the college
enjoy living at home. He loves experience," Schwartz said.
his mom's home-cooked meals, : "But if I didn't live at home, I ·
especially because he "doesn't wouldn't be able to juggle all
have to pay for them."
the activities I'm involved in."
Living at home can also be
There are many practical

ALLIE SCHWARTZ
Contributing Writer

reasons for staying at home, the
most predominant being financial. Students would rather live
at home than be in debt.
Still, some families more liberally allow their children to
live the college life while at
home.
Keith Casiano, a sophomore
and the fourth sibling in his
family to go to UCF, considered
himself from the moment he
graduated high school, "an
adult." For him, priority was to
do well in school and get into
UCF. As a brother of Alpha
Kappa Psi, a member of the
rugby team and someone with
an
outgoing
personality,
Casiano was easily able to make
many friends.
·
"I never wanted to experience dorm life," Casiano said.
"Living at home, I don't have to
· worry about being too loud or
dealing ·with roommates in
close quarters."
When it comes to having
friends and love interests over
to their homes, students who
live at home may experience
awkward moments with their
parents. ·
"I put myself in my parents'
position," Casiano said. "Would

I want strangers in my house?"
Casiano keeps a delicate balance with his parents by still
respecting their hoine while
maintaining a social life. He
would never allow destructive
partiers into his house, but will
bring a long-term girlfriend
over to spend the night.
As a working, full-time student, Casiano has responsibilities such as paying :i;ent, car
insurance and keeping a fulltime job.
The debate is one that cannot be,resolved. To each side
there are pros and cons, which
must be weighed. Some students really enjoy the typical
college experience including
the dorms, while others prefer
to live at home.
Most suggest that students
who live off campu.s should
work overtime to get involved
and have as much of an advantage as those who live on campus. Others believe that living
off campus is more convenient
and economical. Each student
is an indiVidual with different
needs and desires, which may
Q.ecide whether they would be
more successful living at home
or moVing out.

VCC students see smooth move tO UCF

Nation & World
Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

Discovery blasts off on first shuttle mission in 21/2 years
CAPE CANAVERAL Discovery and seven astronauts blasted off Tuesday on
America's first manned space
shot since the 2003 Colµmbia
disaster, ending a painful, 2
1/2-year shutdown devote~ to
making the shuttle less nsky
and NASA more safety-conscious.
At stake were not only the
lives of the astronauts, but also
America's pride in its technological prowess, the fate of the
U.S. space program and the
future of space exploration
itself.
Space program employees
and relatives of both the Discovery and Columbia crews
watched nervous~y as the
shuttle rose from its pad at
10:39 a.m., climbed into a hazy
midsummer sky, pierced two
decks of clouds, and headed
out over the ocean in the most
scrutinized launch in NASA
history. Two chase planes and
more than 100 cameras documented the ascent from every
possible angle to capture any
sign of flying debris of the sort
that doomed the last flight
The multitude of images
will not be fully analyzed until
halfway through the 12-day ·
tJight
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White House will release only

portion of Roberts documents '
"One of my friends was so
WASHINGTON - Riskconfused about his financial
Staff Writer
ing a showdown with Democaid, and after Grad Track he
rats, the :White House said
To the Valencia Community
found out he was eligible for a
Tuesday it won't release docuCollege transfer ·student, the
lot of grants and scholarships."
ments tpat Supreme Court
transition to UCF marries funcThe Valencia/UCF partner•nominee John Roberts pretion with ingenuity.
ship also extends into scholarpared while working on cases
"If it hadn't been for the
ship opportunities. None is
to argue on behalf of the first
accessibility and ease of the
more prestigious than the Two
Bush administration before
relationship between Valencia
Plus Two scholarship. The
.the high court.
and UCF, I'd probably be going
alumni associations of Valencia
Some documents from
to school somewhere down
and UCF have developed the
Roberts' work for two 'previsouth," said Keleigh Walsh, a
scholarship to provide financial
ous Republican presidents
rising junior and education
assistance to outstanding stumajor. "Valencia maps out a
were being released Tuesday
dents during their pursuit of an
by the National Archives. .A.t
smooth transition into UCF.
associate in arts degree at
Counselors kiiow the program
the urging of Senate Judiciary
Valencia and subsequently a
front to back, and it made my·
Chairman Arlen Specter, Rbachelor's degree at UCF. The
application process and class
Pa., the White House was also
$4,000 scholarship is awarded
scheduling a breeze." ·
asking the Reagan presidential
annually to one graduating stuValencia is accredited by the
dent. Five finalists are chosen · library to expedite the review
MAn POllln I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
of other Roberts' records to ·
Commission on Colleges of the Of those Valencia graduates who choose to transfer, 82 percent complete their education at UCF.
and interviewed by a joint UCFdetermine · what · can- be
Southern Association of ColValencia alumni committee.
leges and Schools and offers the dents regarding admission, for- and meet face-to-face with UCF
released.
Other scholarship opportuIn total, 75,000 pages of
associate in arts (jegree, 40 eign language requirements, personnel
' nities available stem from
· writings frotn Roberts' work
a§sociate d!;!gJ;ee p.i::e-majors, dates and·de3tdlines and orien- ' The students are first extracurricular activities that
and mote than 80 associate in tation logistics. Advisers pro- addressed in a large group ses- are found at both schools. Phi
in the Reagan administration,
science and. 'a pplied sciences vide resources and opportuni- sion by the student services and Theta Kappa. the International
as a special assistant to Attordegree and certificate pro- ties to transfer students who are advising staff from Valencia to Honor Society for Two-Year
ney General William French
grams. For those not looking to undecided, undeclared or tell 'them about graduation Colleges prepares its members
Smitlrand in the White House
counsel's office, would be
continue on immediately into changing majors.
requirements, and then the to transition to four-year instithe workforce, Valencia works
turned over to the committee,
"I always knew I wanted to UCF team provides informa- tutions by helping partner uniWhite House press secretary
diligently with UCF to make go from Valencia to UCF to tion about financial aid, admis- versities recognize academicalScott McClellan said.
attaining a higher degree possi- study nursing, but I didn't sion and program require- ly gifted students with
The White House will
always understand all the ments.
ble.
scholarship awards.
Of the Valencia graduates details involved," said Sonia ·
claim that the work Roberts
From the large group, stuJustin Harvey, a junior in the
who transfer to the state univer- Vega, a sophomore at Valencia. dents are then brok~n into athletic training program and
performed while serving as
sity system, 82 percent continue "I called the transfer office small group sessions led by former Senator of Membership
principal deputy solicitor gentheir studies at UCF. Valencia when they opened at 8 a.m., and UCF faculty from each major at Valencia's Alpha Gamma
eral in the administration of
and UCF work to build a solid 10 minutes later I had my last area. At each group, a Valencia Omega chapter of Phi Theta
George H:W. Bush is subject to
connection for its students. The two semesters at Valencia adviser is available to assist stu- Kappa. recently applied for the
lawyer-client privilege and
UCF Office of Transfer and mapped out."
thus off limits, McClellan said. .
dents with selection of courses Gamma Alumni chapter sponTransition Services "provides
For those unfamiliar with for their final semester at sored $1,000 scholarship.
information, referrals, advoca- the two institutions' partner- Valencia. Students then have
Blair says Britain refuses to
"I have been blessed to win
cy activities, and major explo- ship, programs striye to bridge the opportunity to register for numerous awards and acco"give one inch" to terrorists
ration support to enhance stu- the gap. Grad Track is a pro- Valencia classes before they lades like the Coca-Cola ScholLONDON - Prime Minisdents' opporturiities for strong gram designed to assist stu- leave campus, making the ·ars Foundation Scholarship, but
ter Tony Blair said Tuesday
academic
preparation,
a dents in making the smooth · remainder of the semester my decision to attend UCF was
that Britain would not "give
smooth transition to the Uni- transition from Valencia to available for UCF transitions.
one inch" to terrorists on his
enriched by its longtime relaversity of Central Florida and UCF. An invitation to Grad . The program has proven tionship with Phi Theta Kappa
policy on Iraq and the Middle
successful progress toward Track is extended to all Valen- popular with many Valencia and the scholarships offered."
East, while police said two susgraduation," the online Transfer cia students who have complet- students.
pects. in last week's failed
From individualized proStudent Counseling Manual. ed 45 or more credibj and who
bombings were emigrants
"1 met the kindest people at grams, to the synergy of related
says.
have not graduated. Students Grad Track and actually made transfer offices, Valencia and
from Somalia and Eritrea.
.The office provides a myriad are invited to an evening of some new friends," Walsh said. UCF have long standing relaBlair made his comments
of services. Peer mentors pro- informative sessions. designed "We'll be able to transition tionship that will most likely
vide one-on-one help for stu- to answer all their questions together at UCF.
strengthen in the future.
PLEASE SEE NATION ON A4
ABEER ABDALLA
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UCF Alumni
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New Grad ·Special
Join the over 10,000 other UCF graduates and become
a member of the UCF Alumni Association .

specializing in:
High and Low Lights
Perms • Strc;iightening
Color • Color
Correction Men and
Women's Haircutting
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RISTORANTE ITAllANO
407-365-4774

Membership includes: great benefits, discounts, and
services, Pegasus maga.zine, invitations to social and
networking events, career services, discounted rates
at the Recreation and Wellness Center, discounted
athletic tickets, Young Alumni Club and much more.
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Visit our new website at www..DoOrDyeSaton.com
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Full Une of Quality Prcx:lucts from REDKEN AND PAUL MITCHELL
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UNIVERS ITY SHOPPES - CORNER OF UNIVERSITY & ALA FAYA
12263UNIVERSITYBLVD.• ORLANDO,Fl...32817• 407-658-2121
MOH l 2P.m - 8pm TUES- THURS 9am - 8pm FRI 9am f S_pm SAT 9am - 4pm SUH closed

For more details or to sign up
call (407) UCF-ALUM
or connect anytime at
~.ucfalumni.• , '>m.
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*1.9 financing available through Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approval. Not available
on 832 or Phaeton. See Salesperson for Details. oner good through 7/31/05.

•

•
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2005 NEW
BEETLE GL

Auto, Lthr, PfLock, P/Windows, Tilt,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD, Sunroof,
Alloy Wheels, Much More!

Recaro Seats, ·18" Wheels, Al ·
Power, Sunroof, CD, And Much More!

•

ucN'
f
N~TrAx . euoE sELEcT10N
5238 FOR 48 MONTHS

LEASE FOR

•

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at.signing is $238 which includes security deposit. PLUS first

payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 7/31/05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000
Mile Powertrain warrantv
'
\

"
•

2005 GOLF
GL·4DR

LEASE$24I

p-·7/'

,

TURBO ·DIESELS
AVAILABLE

~· 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at sjgning is $248 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 7/31/05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv
.2005 New GTI
P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt, Cruise,
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm, Alloy Wheels & Much More!

Auto, P/Locks,' P/Windows, Tilt, Cruise,
Keyless Remote, CD & Much .More!

·PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MoNrHs .

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
f OR
48 MONTHS
'-'...

110 s.ElECTI_011

*48.mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $238 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
p(lyment + TT&L. *See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 7/31/05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper·warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $268 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See ~ea/er for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 7/31/05

HUGE SElECTION OF 20TH ANNIVERSARY
MODElS AVAllABlEI HURRY WHllE THEY lASTI

•

•

·2005 NEW BEETLE GL
CONVERTIBLE

2005·ALL NEW
PASSAT GL -

•

Side Curtain Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm Pwr Pkg, Monsoon, Sunroof, Alloys
and Much More!

•

LEASE FOR

$279

.
.

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX PASSAT WAGONS
FOR 48 MONTHS ABE NOW HEBEi.

. * 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $279 which includes security deposit. PLUS first

payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 7/31/05 ·

•

P/Top, P./Locks, P/Windows, Tilt,
Cruise, K'eyless Remote, CD
& Much More!

'PER ,MONTH . .

Go Topless!

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $259, which includes security deposit. PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 7/31/05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv • 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv ,
. • 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv

•

Warranty up to 5 years! See Salesperson for Details. Interest Rates as low as 2.9%. See Salesperson for-Details. Expires 7/31)05

•

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
f'1! FIRST TIME . . -~COLLEGE-GRAD
CREDIT
We Can Assist You With:
BUYER

•

.M

PROGRAM

Drivers wanted:

PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purc~ose or Lease)
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41 ·7 5 S. Hwy 17-92
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Higher Education
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Nation & World

What's in the news at
coll.eges around the country

•••Are All of Yo'1r Days ·cloudy?

•
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Budget cuts leave students
without scholarship funds ·
SPRINGFIELD, Ill.
· Thousands of Illinois college
freshmen won't be getting
scholarships this fall due to
state budget cuts, but officials hope the program can
be back next year.
About 6,300 students
were eligible for the Merit
Recognition Scholatship
Program, which awarded
$1,000 grants to students
who graduated in the top of
their high school classes.
The program was eliminated from the state budget
signed into law last month
after a recommendation
from the Illinois Student' .
Assistance
Commission,
which oversees the program.
The commission suggested
that more money be directed
toward need-based, instead
of
performance-based,
scholarships.
State Comptroller Dan
Hynes said he plans to recommend adding $6 million
back to the program when
the General As!?embly convenes in the fall.
A spokeswoman for Gov.
Rod Blagojevich said it was
unlikely that the funding
would be restored

Study shows little evidence of
high professor turnover
.
FORT WAYNE, Ind. - A
newspaper study found little
evidence of high turnover·
among faculty at Indiana and
Purdue universities, though
both schools have cited faculty retention as a reason for
increased tuition.
Purdue's turnover rate
last year was 2.3 percent,
slightly higher than the 2
percent national turnover
average for all education
jobs, and the rate had
'dropped by half over the
past four years, The Journal
Gazette reported Sunday.
Indiana University did
not track its overall turnover,
but the arts and sciences
department, which makes
up 60 percent of IU's budget
and faculty, saw about 3 percent of its faculty leave in
recent months, the review
found. That is about the
same percentage of faculty
that IU recently decided to
cut.
.
,
. Purdue raised its tuition
by 6 percent, which will
boost the average faculty
salary by about 3 percent,
officials said

Connecticut State University
raises tuition and fees again
HARTFORD, Conn. For the second year in a row,
the Connecticut State University system has voted to
increase tuition and fees.
The CSU board of
trustees voted Friday to raise
tuition and fees by 5.86 percent, or $348 a year per student, for the 2006-07 academic year.
Trustees said more revenue is needed due to collective bargaining increases, ·
escalating utility and library
expenses and the cost of
serving more students.
·
Karl Krapek, the board's
vice chairman, said officials
have worked hard to contain
c9sts and plan to use reserve
funds to ensure the four universities in the system
remain affordable.
The tuition and fee
increase will affect graduate
and undergraduate students ·
in the CSU system.
Students. at other Connecticut public colleges will
also see tuition and fee
increases in the 5 percent to
6 percent range under rates
endorsed by the state's higher education policy board
last month.

University of Iowa staff to vote
by mail on whether to unionize
IOWA CITY, Iowa About 2,600 University of
Iowa professional and scientific staff will be eligible to
vote from July 27 to Aug. 18
on whether to unionize.
Results of the election,
which will be conducted by
mail, will be tallied by the
Iowa Public Employment
Relations Board on Aug. 19.
The Service Employees
International Union Local
199 filed for a union election
in May. The SEIU already
represents 2,400 University
Hospitals employees.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Sad, worthless or guilty
Trouble eating or sle~ping
No motivation
Difficulty concentrating
Feeling downhearted or blue

If you are experiencing any of these syrliptoms, you may be depressed. Dr .Linda Harper of
CNS Healthcare in Orlando, who has conducted over 70 FDA approved clinical trials, is
conducting a medical research study for Individuals 18-80 years of age who are •
experiencing the symptoms bf depression. If you enter the study, all study-related medical
care will be provided at no charge and you may be compensated up to $350 for time and
travel.
CNS Healthcare strives to Improve the lives of everyone experiencing depression. Research Is
the answer to finding new l/jatment options. Call today for more lnfonnetlon.
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407-425-5100 .
1-877-926-5100
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The Space Shuttle Discovery finally lifted off Tuesday morning from the Kennedy Space Center at Cape Canaveral.
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after a rare meeting with oppo.s ition party leaders to discuss
new anti-terror legislation
aimed at preventing a repeat of
the July 7 suicide bombings that
killed 56 people, including four
attackers.
The opposition had reservations about increasing the time
to hold such suspects, saying it
could erode civil liberties.
At his monthly news conference, .Blair said the response by
Londoners to the July 7 bombings and the failed July 21 attacks
against identical targets had
been "magrtificent."
· Asked whether the Britishbacked and U.S.-led invasion of
Iraq had fuele<;f. terrorist attacks
around the world and in London, Blair said "there was no
excuse or justification" for the
.actions of the bombers.

Amsterdam court sentences Van
Gogh murderer to life in prison
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands
- A Dutch court sentenced the
killer of filmmaker Theo Van
Gogh to life in prison Tuesday,
the harshest sentence possible
for a murder that heightened
ethnic tensions and raised concerns about homegrown Islamic terrorism.
Mohammed Bouyeri, 27, had
mounted no defense at his twoday trlal earlier this month for
the Nov. 2 slaying of Van Gogh,
whom he accused of insulting
Islam, and told the court he
would do it again if given the
chance.
Presiding judge Udo Willem
Bentinck said life in prison was
the only fitting punishment for a
crime that sought to undermine
Dutch democracy and the political system. He said the threejudge panel had concluded
there was no possibility for
Bouyeri to return to society, citing his lack of remorse.
Bouyeri showed no emotion
as he shook his lawyer's hand
following the verdict. He had
earlier told the court he intended to die in the action and
become a martyr for his faith.

Israel criticizes Pope Benedict for
failing to condemn terrorism

day.
The decision by Judge Judith
Atherton will send Brian David
Mitchell to a state hospital until
he is deemed capable of standing trial.
Atherton issued her decision
after six days of hearmgs over
the past seven months. Mitchell
repeatedly shouted Biblical
admonitions and sang hymns
during the hearings, prompting
him to be removed from court .
several times.
Mitchell, 51, is accused ofkidnapping then 14-year-old Elizabeth from her be<;f.room in 2002,
sexually assaulting her and
keeping her as his second wife.

New energy bill gives tax breaks to
traditional energy companies
WASHINGTON Lawmakers scaled back support for
energy conservation and efficiency programs as part of a
$ll.5 billion tax package expected to be added Wednesday to a
sweeping energy bill that Congress hopes to complete this
week.
The agreement, worked out
in closed meetings of House
and Senate negotiators, funnels
about 60 percent ·of the tax
breaks, about $8.5 billion, to traditional energy industries
including coal, natural gas and
electric companies. Many of the
incentives are aimed at promoting new energy technologies.
Efficiency and conservation
programs would get $13 billion,
about a third of what the Senate
had approved for such programs when it passed its energy
legislation in June. About $3 billion goes to renewables, mostly
tax breaks for wind turbines.

Front Range Community College
president abruptly quits
LONGMONT, Colo. ·F ront Range Community College President Janet Gullickson
abruptly ;resigned just a year
after taking the job.
The Colorado Community
College System announced
Gullickson's resignation Thursday but did not give a reason.
Gullickson
declined
requests for an interview.
Gullickson's resignation will
be effective Aug. 1, but she
offered to remain as a consultant until December for the
four-location, 23,000-student
college, .t he largest of the 13
schools in the Community College System.
Gullickson, 52, was hired
after a search that lasted nearly
a year. She previously was an
instructional consultant for the
Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities.
·
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VATICAN CITY - Pope
Benedict XVI. faced the first
niajor conflict of his 3-monthold papacy when Israel summoned the Vatican envoy Monday to, express outrage that the
pope "deliberately failed" to
condemn terrorist attacks
against Israelis.
.
The pontifi"also said in separate comments Monday that h~
didn't see any anti-Christian Former state lawmaker beaten by
motive in recent attacks blamed two men in roadside robbery
MIAMI - Former state Rep.
on Muslim extremists and
Willie
Logan, once one of Floriilrged dialogue with the best
black. leadda's
highest-profile
elements of Islam.
ers,
was
beaten
by
two
men in a
The German-born Benedict,
robbery
and
had
to
be
treated
at
who has consistently reached
out to Jews since assuming the a hospital, police said
Logan was driving to a conpapacy, was criticized by Israel
venience
store near his home
for remarks Sunday from his
Alpine vacation retreat in north- about 3:20 a.m. when the men
flagged him down, said Detecwestern Italy.
·
He prayed for God to stop tive Mary Walters of the Miamithe "murderous hand" ofterror- Dade Police Department. After
ists and referred to the recent Logan stopped, the men struck
"abhorrent terrorist attacks" in him repeatedly with their handEgypt, Britain, Turkey and Iraq, guns and stole items that police
but did not mention attacks in declined to identify.
Logan called police and was
Israel
Vatican spokesman Joaquin . transported to Jackson Memori- ·
Navarro-Valls, accompanying al Hospital, where he was later
Benedict on vacation, issued a released No arrests were immeone-line statement saying the diately made, and police were
papal ~nvoy "has already replied interviewing Logan to develop
to the Israeli government." It did leads, she said
Logan, who began his politinot elaborate.
cal career at mayor of Opa-locka
Man charged with Smart
at age 23, seni'ed in the state
kidnapping ruled unfit for trial
House for 18 years. Logan
SALT LAKE CITY _ The became Democratic leader and
man·charged in the kidnapping was in line to become speaker if
of Utah teenager Elizabeth his party held its majority, but
Smart was declared mentally he was replaced in 1998 by a
incoyipetent to stand trial Tues- · white legislator.
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Insurers expect to pay out $900 ·
million in Dennis damage .
MIAMI Insurers are
expected to pay $900 million to
cover damage caused by Hurricane Dennis in the U.S., much
less than any of the four storms
that pummeled the Southeast
last year, a risk analysis company said Tuesday.
The Category 3 hurricane
made landfall near Pensacola on
July 10 and caused the worst
damage in the Florida Panhandle and Alabama Florida should
have $640 million in losses to
residential and . commercial
property and automobiles,
according to a unit ofISO, based
in Jersey City, N.J.
Alabama is expected to have
$ll5 million in losses, followed
by Georgia with $85 ~on and
Mississippi with $60 million,
ISO said.
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to get the job of
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Financial Aid Includes:
Loan Assistance, Deferred
Payment Plan, Workforce
Development, Veteran's
Assistance, and Tuition
Reimbursement Assistance.
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150 Alafaya Woods Blvd.
Across from J\lafaya Square in Victory Center.
Next to Sherwin Williams
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"Theft is the No. 1 category
affecting all universities and colleges across the country,"
Williamson said. ''Unfortunately, people take advantage of stu- ·
dents who are concentrating on
their education."
To help students combat the
problem of residential burglaries, the department has set up
several programs that allow students to take part in their own
protection.
"Freshman student orient;:i.tion programs have been a key
feature in crime prevention,"
Williainson said. "We [the
police department] get an
opportunity to talk to freshman
students and parents about
crime." This is,. important, he
said, because most of the freshman students are housed either
on campus or in affiliated properties.
Another program offered by
the department is Operation
Identification. The program
gives studeµts the opportunity
to have their driver's license
number engraved on propertY
to combat theft.
Williamson said that a majority of the theft problems are due
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The UCF Police Department has been visiting freshman orientation programs stressing the importance of crime prevention to new students.

to outsiders who are not students and that the department
aims to educate students as soon
as · they start attending UCF.
There are also regular e-mails
sent to students to keep them
abreast of community alerts.
Williamson said that the students who are' most likely to
become victims oftheft and burglary are those who don't take it
seriously.
"Students need to read over
the safety guides that are mailed
to them,'' Williamson said.
"They can come by the office
and pick one up. There are several crime prevention tips on
theft and burglary."
.
There are also crime prevention officers available during the
week to speak to any organization to talk about theft and burglaries, he said
Williamson said most apart-
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ment communities do a great
job providing sufficient lighting
iri the parking lots and hiring
either security officers or
deputies. But, he said, it is ultimately the responsibility of students to stay informed
"There is a security check list
for off-canipus apartments,"
Williamson said "Potential residents need to go over this list
when they look at apartments."
So far this year, the number of
related crimes for 2005 has been
about 232. But, Williamson said,
it is up to the students to help
prevent themselves from .
becoming a statistic.
"Rates are better so far this
year than last," Williamson said.
"But Fall semester is approaching, and I hope that studehts and
staff keep cognizant of their
belongings and their personal
safety."
r

New security to patrol complex
hired same night as vandalism .
emphasis on security.
side to "bring out the bodies of
While College Station does dead relatives that were victims
belonged to the man overlook- provide a patrol officer and limit- of the plague."
ing it, .he said he searched for ed security cameras, McKercher
McKercher said that scene
some way to console the dis- said that the security is "hit or could have been avoided if Colmiss" and that he only sees the . lege Station staff took more
tressed individual.
"All I could say was, 'I'm off-duty officer patrolling the proactive steps. He was upset
sorry,"' McKercher said. ''There property on two nights between that none of the College Station
was just nothing else I could do." Friday and Sunday when the employees living on site identiWhat McKercher said puz- complex's management is no fied the owners of the cars that
zles him and other residents longer on the premises.
were broken into by looking up
McKercher is also annoyed the parking permit number
most about the break-ins is that
they occurred the same night an that he was woken tip at 7:30 a.m. issued by the complex. McKoff-duty Orange County Sheriff on Saturday - one of the few ercher said that would have
Deputy was hired as a security days he is able to sleep in. He avoided the need for the officers
likened the atmosphere created to wake up entire buildings by
measure to patrol the property.
College Station property when the officer was banging on knocking on everyone's door.
"Every vehicle has a listing of
manager Tara Holzmann had everyone's door in rapid succesno comment about the break- sion and hollering out "check the owner," McKeroher said.
your car" to a scene in Monty ''They could have told the indiins.
· Rachel Kihn, director of mar- Python and the Holy Grail where vidual people instead of waking
keting of First Worthing, the "a guy walking the slums of a vil- everybody up:'
As of yesterday, police .had
parent company of College Sta- lage screams 'bring out your
tion issued a prepared state- dead,"' and villagers stagger out- not named any suspects.
ment
"We are cooperating with
the Orange Cotinty Police
Department to provide any evidence that will help solve these
crimes and have distributed a
letter to our residents to inform
them of the isolated incident,"
read the statement
"In a college community,
back-to-school is a busy time of
year for all area student-housing
communities, and unfortunately, criminals take advantage of
FROM
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The statement referenced
security measures taken by the
complex, including the on-site
patrol officer and ''limited security cameras," but made sure to
point out the students also have
a responsibility in protecting
their vehicles. .
"We would like to remind
our residents, and the residents
of all student-housing communities, that it is ultimately their
responsibility to keep valuables
safely locked out of sight in their
trunks or in their apartments,
rather than in plain Yi.ew in their

cars."
. UCF Police Sgt. Troy
Williamson agrees with this
advice and recently sent out a
community-wide e-mail in
response to break-ins that also
occurred at UCF-affiliated
housing over the weekend
, Williamson's e-mail also
reminded students the UCF
Police Department will engrave
their driver's license number
onto car stereos, so that they
might be recovered if stolen,
and to "be aware of your surroundings" when returning
home late at night
The recent_ car break-ins
aren't the only instance of crime
to plague .College Station lately.
According to the Orange County Sheriff Department, an entire
vehicle was stolen from the College Station property on June 19.
McKercher believes the management should place a heavier
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FREE .S.m oothie
with salad or sandwich purchase
and your UCF Student ID Card.
Expires 8-26-05

Whatever your personal uncertainty principles
might be, you'll still want to try our
garden-fresh gourmet salads, overstuffed wraps,
hearty stacked sandwiches, and a dozen tempting
soups, chowders, gumbos, and Oriental delights
mad.e fresh, every single day.
While there is no evidence that eating a sweet
after a delicious gourmet salad or sandwich
bestows any physical effect,
the psychological benefits are undeniable.

Best

Today, if you want the finest smoothies and frozen treats
in the area, make haste to Crispers. Show us your
UCF student ID card, and get a smoothie
of your choice FREE when you purch~e any
garden-fresh gourmet salad, over.stuffed wrap or
hearty stacked sandwich over $4.00.
·
Try our real milk shakes, cones, and outrageous sundaes
·made exclusively with ultra-rich Publix Premium ice cream.

some people choose to eat dessert first.
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Back in the Old Days, if you wanted a frozen dessert,
you sent some poor guy running up to the mountaintop
to bring down a few scoops of snow. If he managed to
make it back with any that didn.'t melt, you put
fruit syrup on it and had yourself a treat.
Of course, you had to be some kind of
king or czar or poobah to do that kind of thing.

We Live •••
in an uncertain universe, which is why

So whether you eat dessert first
, or last, treat yourself to the best. Join us at Crispers.

of all,
it's FREE! ·
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lnnel Wheeler, left, was one University Estates resident present at the meeting who objects to the proposed stadium's location due to noise.

Merck and Orsini excited about
be·nefits of new home for football
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award winning short films:
Nobody's Perfect, starring and
'Roger Chapin, Brett Jaffee and directed by Hank Azaria,
T. Picton Warlow, IV. They which won the 2004 Best
;s ought an opportunity to Short in the U.S. Comedy Film
·" bring a film festival down- Festival; La Vie D 1un Chien
't own to celebrate film and to (The Life ofa Dog), directed by
:Celebrate downtown."
John Harden, winner of the
A strong part of OFF's mis- ·2005 Short Film Competition
'Sion is to trumpet the work of Special Jury Award at the Seatlocal filmmakers and local tle International Film Festival;
establishments. One of the and David Mamet's'. Gilded
more notable events included Stones, directed by James Dodan evening with Marcia Gay- son, which played at the SunHarden at the Urban Think dance Film Festival in 2004.
OFF also showed a preview
Bookstore. Urban Think is a
progressive urban bookstore for local filmmaker Michael
and cafe that boasts a clientele King's film, The Way Back
Home. OFF plans to screen the
'prime for a film festival.
"We think it's exciting, and film at a special event this Fall.
-there's definitely room for King's film was shot entirely in
more than one film festival," Central Florida with an all
;said John Sullivan, assistant Valencia Community College
)nanager of Urban Think. "It's crew. OFF is currently in the
:a great time downtown and in process of developing rela. -the surrounding neighbor- tionships with Valencia, UCF
hoods. It's not just our book- and Full Sail's film programs.
"We think [the film prostore; a lot of the businesses
:downtown are looking ahead. grams] are a tremendous asset
:People are seeing what their to Central Florida," Bauerle
options are, instead of just said. "We view them as natural
'going to the mall."
· partners in what we are trying
• The Gay-Harden event was to do." To date, OFF has
just a segment of Urban . screened severai locally pro.Think's promotion of the festi- duced short films at their Cinval. "We've already had a lot of eMaki (bite-sized food and
people asking about it," Sulli- films) events at Ichiban
.van said. "We have a signup Restaurant downtown.
There are numerous other
:sheet for those interested in
getting more information and film festivals that have gained
we pass that on to the festival." acclaim irL Florida, most
After postponing ::i. week notably the Florida Film Festidue to inclement weather, val. Bauerle doesn't believe
:oFF hosted "Short Films that they will compete and
•under the Stars" at 8:30 p.m. have met with the group.
last Thursday at The Veranda "They are cool with what we
:in Thornton Park. Due to gen- are doirLg and I have nothing
.erous sponsors, admission to but respect for them. We are
'the event was free. City Bever- looking mostly into being irL
ages to date is one of the downtown Orlando."
Independent films are now
-largest benefactors to OFF.
The event offered three becomirLg. more prominent
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tion to the nearly completed trying to occupy all of the park700-space garage next to the . ing at UCF, the school will also
opportunity for entertainment UCF Arena, the school has push the campus shuttle servand for social activity in the four planned parking garages ice, which has 10 on-campus
entire community."
in and near the athletic node. stops.
Representatives from Game Current plans indicate there
The stadium is projected to
Day, a company that deals with will be two more garages, fea- cost between $50 million and
p.eavy traffic scenarios created turing a combined 1,800 spaces $60 million, but Orsini said the
by large sporting events, spoke near the new Golden Knight price is still in the works.
to the crowd and tried to ease • Plaza dorms. Directly across According to Merclc, that price
their worries about crowded from the athletic node, there is tag is a bargain since the same
:roads.
another planned '700-space size stadium would have cost
: According to the represen- parking garage, which will be $107 million in 2002. Orsini has
tatives, there are 15,000 stu- between the existing pair of maintained since the feasibility
aents within walking distance, 1,200-space garages. There will study began that the stadium's
leaving any traffic to be caused also be surface parking lots price would be covered .by
py the remaining 30,000 peo- next to the football and softball concessions, ticket sales and
ple attending games at the stadiums.
parking and.will not take any
45,000-seat stadium. In addiIn order to deter fans from money from student tuitiOn.
FROM
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and mainstream, causirLg
many to ask whether or not
irLdependent film centers like
Orlando could be the next
Hollywood. "'There is certainly a lot of infra-structure irL
place that makes Orlando an
attractive location for filmmakers," Bauerle said.
"Louisiana seems to be
leadirLg the charge on that
front right now, offering many
millions more in irLcentives
than Florida does. It's tough
for Central Florida to compete
with states that throw money
at filmmakers, but the Metro
Orlando Film and Entertainment Commission, led by
Suzy Allen, does a great job of
promoting and facilitating
local projects."
Future projects for the OFF
include an annual home in
Cameron Kuhn's new PremiereTrada Plaza once it is
built, as well as incorporatirLg
the Downtown Media Arts
Center into the festival. The
festival has many plans, and its
Web site www.orlandofilmfest.com is currently under
construction. The event's
organizers hope the events
will brirLg more volunteers
and participation.
Local volunteers, amateur
filmmakers, and downtown
busirLesses are what will offer .
longevity to the Orlando Film
Festival, though it seems they
won't need any coaxirLg.
"We look forward to doirLg
events with OFF in the future,"
Sullivan of Urban Think said.
"With the development of
downtown and the type of
people moving into the area, it
is just the kind of people who
would support the arts and the
festival. It's really very excitirLg."
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Graduates find Orlando lacks jobs
Mediocre jobs help unemployed pay the bills during endles~ job search
Miller and Koeppel lucky. Zolkower
recently graduated from UCF arid hasn't
been able to find a job. He was an adverHunched over her laptop computer, tising and public relations major. He
Tracie Miller scrolls Web sites looking sperids about 20 hours per week job
for a job. The 29-year-old Orlando resi- hunting.
"I am currently just trying to find a
dent spends anywhere from 8-10 hours a
week doing just that. She has two job that will support me while I do an
degrees, a bachelor's of arts and science i.J;J.ternship to get a foot in the door of
with specialization in television and film what I want to do," Zolkower said.
Zo~ower does his research before he
and an associate of science in film and
goes in for a job interview. He likes to
video.
Turning off her computer, she gets know about the company and the posidressed and pins on her name tag. tion he is applying for. On the day of his
Instead of working her way toward interViews he goes over the information
being a filril director, she slif'lgs seafood, . he has gathered.
"I make sure I have plenty of time to
takes orders and trains new employees
get ready and look nice," he said. ''Then
for Shells Seafood.
Counselors, teachers and most par- I go work my magic. I normally write
ents have drummed the idea of going to down a few things on a piece of paper
college into students' .heads since the that I don't want to forget to mention
beginning of high school. If you go to during tb_e interview."
Even with all this preparation
college, you will be able to find a steady
job after you graduate. This is becom!ng Zolkower still gets l~tters in the mail saya, common misconception. Many recent ing "Thanks for being interested in our
grads are settling for mediocre jobs to company, but we found someone better
hold them over while they search for suitable.''
He is runnillg out of time and money.
other employment oppmtunities.
Mike Koeppel, 26, currently waits "My parents have been supporting me,"
tables at Chili's in Orlando. He has. a Zolkower said. "They gave me a month
bachelor's in communication from and a half which has passed. I still have,
N.fred University in New York and an no job - it blows."
Luckily, Zolkower's parents have conassociate of science degree from Full
tinued to support him. A job he was
~ail. "I work at Chili's under the premise
that I can look for something else in the counting on just fell through. If he doesmeantime," Koeppel said.
·
n't find a job soon he may have to move
"I'm frustrated by the feeling that I've in with his parents in Tennessee.
"The main obstacle is that I didn't do
wasted a fortune and six or seven years
of my life," Koeppel said. "Also that I'm {ill internship at an ad agency while in
no further ahead now than when I start- college," Zolkower said. "I don't have any
experience, and no company wants to
~d really. Just a lot more in d~bt."
Miller agrees with Koeppel. ·~r won- hire someone th;;it they have to train
der if it was even worth it going to film from scratch."
school," she said: "School isn't required
Zolkower had an internship at Fox 35
to work in the field. I feel like I was broadcasting. He provided technical
tricked into spending money, and now I assistance to the production crew, operhave to spend my time and money trying ated the teleprompter and cameras for
to,find a job I could have found without the evening newscast and uploaded
going to school."
videotapes onto the server to be broad~
Miller searches Web sites like casted during news segments. None of
Mandy.corn,
Greenroom.corn, those skills have helped him snag a job in
Craigslist.org and Entertainrnentca- the advertising business.
Colleges like UCF and Full Sail in
reers.corn. She usually hears back by
phone or e-mail. These potential jobs Orlando are taklllg notice of the difficulil,ren't helping her lack of cash.
ty recent grads have finding jobs. They
Miller is $80,000 in debt. "Being a are trying to prepare their students for
waitress right now isn't feasible, I don't the "real world." It is turning out to be a
even make $10,000 a year," she said. "The hit or miss situation. ·
only thing I can do -is put my student
Miller and Koeppel aren't satisfied
loans in forbearance. I have to keep pay- with Full Sail's Real World Education
ing fees for not being able to pay."
program. It's a program that aids in job
Ron Zolkower, 22, might consider placement after.graduating.

JENN MAIETTO
Contributing Writer

Miller claims that Full Sail prides
themselves on finding jobs for 98 percent of their graduates. She says it's a lie.
"I know lots of people from my class
who are working regular jobs and
wouldn't have had to spend the money
on college," Miller said.
Koeppel feels that a combination of a
bad economy and Full Sail's lack of participation had an effect on his employment options.
"A lot of people were getting laid off
or having their ·position outsourced,"
Koeppel said. "Full Sail placement has
gotten better, but it doesn't change the
fact that thev weren't there when I needed them the. most."
One thing graduates have to keep in
mind is their location. Orlando may not
be where the action is for them. Miller
claims that there is no market in Orlando for film or television projects.
"There are too many schools that
have film classes, and too many film
graduates in Florida," Miller said. "It's
very competitive."
Zolkower say5 there is a huge market
in Orlando for advertising and public
relations. He hasn't been able to find the
right agency though. Ifhis parents pressure him to move back home, he inay not
have the same j0b opportunities.
"There are probably some advertising companies in Nashville, but I won't
have any·contacts up there," Zolkower
said.
Not everyone has found it hard to
find a job after graduating. Vishaan .
Lutchman, 21, is a double major in civil .
engineering and aeronautical engineering.
Lutchman began working at Devo
Engineering, a geotechnical engineering
firm. He knew the president of the company. Now he is a civil engineer technician.
'Mer I graduate, the doors will just
continue to open," Lutchman said. "I can
work at NASA or for private space sectors."
Lutchman claims Orlando is a prime
locatio,n for civil engineering. He feels
location is the key to getting a job that is
associated with your degree.
For now Miller will keep .waiting
tables. She is sending profiles out to production companies in Atlanta and Los
Angeles. ·she'd like to find a regular day
job so she can have her weekends free to
pursue independent film jobs, something she c;m't do while working at
Shells.

to be the first students that the
t)
incoming students get to meet," '
Mask said. The 0-Teamer continued ·
to describe the responsibility the
()
position bestows.
'We really are role models for
thein because we are the first stu- '
dents they see;• Mask said. 'We are
the first impression ofWhat UCF and
college life are abOut."
In addition to his enjoyment of
working with riew students, Mask
. credits the 0-Team with bringing
him and his current girlfriend of siX
MARK JUSTICE
months, fellow 0-Teamer Lani
Staff Writer
Llanes, together.
·
"Out of control" are the three
."Meeting Lani, my girltriend, is
words UCF senior Jen Hinkes uses to absolutely the best part of being on ~
describe her experience interning 0-Team," Mask said.
' I
over the summer at a Miami news
There are downsides to working
channel
with the 0-Team, but most members
The RTV major is just one of are glad to embrace them for the
many UCF students who have defied opportunity the experience provides
the traditional Florida stereotypes of them. One such downside is that
lazy days at the beach and opted to members of the 0-Team must disafspend their summers in unusual and filiate with the Greek organizations
ex'citing ways.
they are a part of: For Jason Mask,
Although Hinkes feels that her this wa,s no easy task.
news channel internship was the
"Having to give up being affiliated
most exciting part of her summer, with my fraternity was difficult,"
she kept herselfbusy in other ways Mask said. ''The guys are my family
working a part time job and attending up here, my best friends, and I am
classes at a local college. With this very proud to be a member in my frakind of activity filling her.summer, ternity:'
one can easily imagine why Hinkes
Mask stressed that he has had '·
felt that, "My summer was out ofcon- .time to take a class this summer and
trol It is by far the best swiuner ofmy to spend at the beach withhis friends,
college years."
but that the sacrifices he has made to
"What I learned from my intern- serve the UCF community as an 0ship at Fox News in Miami I will Teamer have been worthwhile.
carry with me after graduation when
"Iffor nothing more I am glad and
. I pursue my career in television thankful I have had the chance to be
news," Hinkes said.
an 0-Teamer because of the pe0ple I
DuringherinternshipHinkessaid have had the pleasure of working
she was proud to "help expose with, getting to know and love," Mask
wrongs and solve legal problems in said.
.
the South Florida community," but
One UCF student views h.er
also enjoyed the perks ofthe position, experience working at a Girl Scouts
(
"covering movie premiere parties camp over the summer as practice
and helping with an American Idol for her upcoming responsibilities as a
bash with celebrity · judges." LEAD Scholars Peer Mentor in the
Although one may expect that fall. Megan Wedge described the
v
Hinkes would be looking forward to intei:esting change the campers
returning to the less hectic life of an · underwent during their weeklong
average college student, few will be stay. "I loved it so much, being able to
surprised that she, "can't wait to have welcome the girls every Sunday cry0
my next internship here in Orlando ing because they didn't want to stay,
at Channel 9:'
then watching them cry on Fridays
Hinkes is not the only UCF stu- because they didn't Want to leave
dent who had an out of control suin- she said.
mer. One of the busiest ·and most
Wedge draws understandable
rewarding ways to spend a summer parallels between her work at the
at UCF is to work with the school's · camp and her role as a Lead Mentor.
c>
orientation program, 0-Team. 0- "I'd never trade the experiences I
Teamer Jason Mask spoke candidly had," she said. ·~d now I get to be a
about his experience working with LEAD Mentor in the fall It will be so
the program this summer.
much fun and I bet so much more
CJ
"It has been really amazing getting rewarding."
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LSAT ·

higher
test scores
guaranteed·
or your money ~ack**

BRINGING · ucF

TO

YOU

c

GMAT

GRE
MCAT
DAT
OAT

Nobody crams for tests anymore, or at least people who have taken UCF Test
Prep Courses don't. We prepare you for a higher score on the GRE, GMAT, LSAT,
MCAT or SAT... at a lower price. In fact our price is less than one-third of what
you'll pay with most national test.Prep chains.. So while. preparing for the big
exam is smart, preparing with UCF Test Prep is smarter. Call 407.882. TEST or
visit www.testprep.ucf.edu. Register online using Priority Code 0804F

.

(>

PSAT

UCF TEST PREP COURSES

SAT

Smarter Test Prep.

ACT*

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests, and do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day froni your Kaplan diagnostic
or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition :"* It's that simple.
(

LSAT: Classes Starting 8/23/05 & 8/24/05
GMAT: Classes Starting 8/22/05 & 9/18/05
G~E: Classes Starting 8/25/05 & 9/7/05
DAT/OAT: Classes Starting 8/20/05 & .11/3/05

World Le~de~ in Test Prep
and Admissions

.

r

(

KAPLAN

•Test pames are reltistered trademarks o1 their resp~ive owners .

**To be eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan's
full classroom, tutoring. or online courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score repor t and your
course materials within 90 days.

1 • a·0 0 • KA P·TE ST
kaptest.com ·
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Free ann •.ew Internet Cafe
.·~· Check-~1;~r~e X·Box Sysiem
-----·~·~,~---=I.....
. ..
vame Room •'......

.,

'

.

outour.·

'

• 24 Hour Fitness Center
• UCF Shuttle
-

'

'
'

•Townhouse Style ·
• Individual Alarm Systems
• Ceramic Tile Entry,
• Kitchen and Dining· ·

'

. I

limited

.

'

D Apartment Amenities.

D Coinmunity Features
• Basketball Court
• Beach Volleyball Co_urt
·Two Swimming Pools
• DVD and Vi.deo Game Rental
.·Wireless Internet at the Pool
• Pet Friendly

spaces
Ierr

• Cable TV w/3 HBOs ·
.• High Speed Ethernet · ·
•Hardwood Floors

*cautordetaHs

'

• Utilities Included

,

t:a111ar
S1ec1a1s

(407) 277-4007
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Experience
College Life
with the 2 best
addresses near
•

UCF!
..

. ~~

...~t•.

.~

.

.

.WEIL.COME ftl©ME.'.

fri~ndly

College Station Apartments .offer.s the fl.nest in student.living, Our
staff will tak.e
~xtra care to make your busy life easier. Every detail has been designed to help you
. unwind from a hectic day of studying and dasses. In your free time you can relax in the
·sun by the pool or enjoy a game of air hockey or billiards. If the best is what you are
· . looking for, come to College Station Apartments!

~

••
·.•

HIGH $PEED INTERNET

FREE SHUTTLE to UCF
NO need.to drive when !IOU

Service in all 4 bedroonu. · .
1

can ride. Runs every 15 minutes.

No other lntemet service required.

lh1N!rm0~
[Im_
. _,_~

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED
Electricitf, water, sewage, alarm,
security.,-trash, pest control .

lJitirKgMfIP) rilirfJmJxiJJJ
~rn11fj~

.

~
~J.

CABLE TV with HBO ·
Service In all 4 bedrooms
with 60+ ·c hannels plus 3 HBO's.

• (401) 213~S1S1 •

~IWximJ]

www.universityhouse.cOm ·
I

•
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Grand BuffetCD -if •l
release party
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MATI POLLITI I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

.

Alocal breakdancer shows off his mad skills for patrons ofThe Social. Tuesday nights The Social hosts.Phat n' Jazzy, a celebration designed to honor all things soul, hip hop and funk.

.

' .

BRINGIN' THE FUNK
The Social gets soulful each Tuesday with a weekly
party devoted to keeping Orlando's hip-hop scene alive
which chronicled the history of freestyle rap
with such footage as a 17-year-old Notorious
Contributing Writer
. BIG battle-rapping on the streets of Brooklyn.
With Orlando's local music scene, it is
After the film, BMF took to the music as
quite easy to find disc jockeys spinning elec- local artist Swamburger aµd Alex from the
tronic music at clubs, and even easier to Soliloquists of Sounds stood on stage and
come across a rock show. But where can you freestyled over everything and anything
go to satisfy the funk, soul, jazz and hip-hop being played, spitting lyrics of life.
Every week expect to see crews of b-boy
fix on a regular basis?
Try every Tuesday night at The Social in dancers breakdancing endlessly - and
downtown Orlando, where DJs Slacky. and impressively. Expect to see local musicians
BMF host the culture-fest known as Phat n' and artists handing out countless promotional flyers for their upcoming local shows.
Jazzy.
Started in 1994, Phat n' Jazzy has been a Expect to see men and women of all different
staple in the Orlando music scene for 11 years. ages, races and cultures, as there is no pre"There was no hip hop in Orlando at all ... we dominant style needed to be welcomed. Just
needed to do a night where we played Tribe expect to come celebrate soulful music, and
Called Quest and Beastie Boys," BMF said. show up with an open mind.
Passing through their initial generation of
"We did it basically for ourselves and our ·
listeners, BMF and Slacky ate now faced with
friends; then eventually it caught on." ·
Within the last few years, hip hop music the challenge ·o f keeping their scene fresh,
on a whole has caught a mainstream wave, even though they still spin the same music
p.o pularizing itself witli music played in and create the same atmosphere that excelled
clubs, drawing most of its base away from the their show early on.
"It was a different time in '94, you didn't
underground style once dominant in the mid
'90s. Keeping true to the name, at Phat n' have TiVo, the Internet ... " BMF said. "PeoJazzy you'll hear BMF and Slacky 'throw ple change ... our initial crowd grew up. The
down everything from Common to James challenge is to find people that can go out
Brown, Parliament to Mos Def, and even every week that will support something difdown-tempo eclectic sounds such as the ferent." .
Strange Fruit Project.
Catch Phat n' Jazzy every Tuesday night at
What even further sets apart Phat n' Jazzy · 10 p.m. when Slacky usually kicks off with a
is, aside from the musical selection, the over- down-tempo set, followed by the organic
all celebration of the hip-hop culture as a style of BMF. Numerous drink specials are
whole. The last show featured a viewing of nice on the wallet, and ladies drink for free
the independent documentary Freestyle, every Tuesday night until 1 a.m.

Freestylin'·

JUDSON SCOTT
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Paul Mooney

Perhaps known to
•
most as Negrodamus - -. ( )
on Chappelle's Show,
Mooney brings to toWn
his brand of hilarious
()
and thought-provoking.
comedy. Performing at
The Improv. (321) .2818000
(>

Saturday

"I'm excited. I can't wait to play,"
e'xclaims Rise Against bassist Joe
P,rincipe, as hundreds of kids file into
the Revolution nightclub in Fort Lauderdale, The four-piece punk rock band
(rom Chicago has just begun another
U.S. tour, teaming with long-time
friends and fellow Chicagoans, Alkaline
Trio.
, The show is sold out. Yet it is easy to
see that the success has not gone to his
head. On this night, Principe can be
seen hanging out at the merchandise
table, chatting with fans between transactions.
Sporting a "peta2.com" - an ·a nimal
rights group - T-shirt, Principe and the
band are known for publicly' supporting
various social and political organizations. They post groups' links on their
homepage and they provide literature
on some ·of the groups at their shows,
lioping to use the music scene to reach
q whole new demographic.
·

Music
~ig 10-4

s1gnmg party

MATI POLLITI I CENTRALFLORIOA FUTURE

Phat n' Jazzy at The Social is one of the few venues in downtown Orlando where
breakdancers can strut their stuff. The event is popular with-many groups.

Party with local
band Big 10-4 as they
celebrate their new
deal with Universal
Records. Free beer
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Performing at Slingapours. 407-849-9904
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An elite group of
studio musicians and
vocalist~ gather togeth'·'
er to recreate Pink
Floyd's Wzsh You Were ' Here, song for song,
:~
note for note. Performing at Hard Rock JLlve.
407-351-LIVE

'"

<

Saturd~

W.A.~.P.
Is '80s heavy metal ,.•
still cool or just retrocool? Decide for your- .
self when WA.S.P.
arrives with LA. Guns
and Steven Pearcy of - ,,
Ratt. House of Blues ...
Downtown Disney. 407934-2222
.

~

,
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DVD pick for the .
week of July 26

The Jerk 26th
anniversary DVD _::

a...i"' (,

Before he sold his
soul with·Cheaper by
the Dozen, Steve Martin~
was actually funny.
Remember when he
::.
was a "wild and crazy·
guy" with this release.
J

BRANDON BIELICH I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

RECENT ON A11

<

Today

But it would be erroneous to label
them as one-sided idealogues - the
band also openly supports" the opinions
of others.
"We don't wanna tell anyone what to
do or how to think. We just wanna present literature, and it's there for them to
take if they.Vlant it," Principe says.
While many of Rise Against's songs
seem politically-charged, and to some,
their name may further the "political
rebel" stereotype, Principe insists that
is not what the band necessarily stands
for.
·
As far as the name goes, Principe
said it is a general statement:
"I like to think of it as it,lets kids, or
our fans, know that it's OK not to do
what's expected of you, or the norm,"
Principe said. "When I was growj.ng up,
it was kinda like 'Oh you have to play
sports in high school' and I sucked at
sports, I didn't wanna play sports. So it's
like ... it's OK not to do that.~'
Indeed, maybe that is why youths
PLEASE SEE

•.>

.~

Band tries to encourage youths to get involved with positive outlook and informative literature
.Contributing Writer

... _

Star-studded con(!)
· cert featuring Frankie
Negron, Monch Glory,
Tito Nieves, Olga
Tanon, Aguakate, Char~
lie-Tito el Bambino,
David Bisbal and Milly ' "
Q!.iezada Performing at 1e.>
TD Waterhouse Cen·
tre. 407-849-2020
~

Against ·brings back punk with a message

BRANDON BIELICH

.,

)•

La Nueva Mega
98.1FM5th ·
Aniversacio

Classic Albums
Live

Ri~e

.,

r

I
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One of Amenca's
wildest underground
rap duos arrives to promote the release cf
their latest album Five
}'."ears ofFireworks. Performing at The Social.
407-246-1419

Rise Against bassist, Joe Princip~, plays during a recent tour appearance in Fort Lauderdale.
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. Rejects deserves acceptance by horror fans
..

•

•

•

releases
Must Love·Ooas

Director: Gary David G"oldberg
Who: Diane Lane, John Cusack,
Elizabeth Perkins, Christopher
Plummer
.

•

•

•

•

~kyHiah

it

What: The son of a great
superhero duo goes to a
high school for superheroes
to try and get a grip with his
powers. But when villains
rear their ugly head, will he
be ready to fight off the
menace on his own? ·
Variety predicts: More
of a pre-teen superhero
story, but it's a good idea
with a solid cast of character
actors. Plenty of inside jokes
for comic geeks.

t

LIONS GATEFILMS .

Baby Firefly (Sheri Moon), Captain Spaulding (Sid Haig) and Otis Driftwood (Bill Moseley) hit the road for further slaughter and may.hem. The film, which is Rob Zombie's second directorial effort, pays homage to horror films of the 1970s.

• Violent, amoral horror flick a refreshing recall of
'70s horror in wake of tame PG-13 snooze-fests
•
Forsythe) leads a raid on the house in the
JUDSON SCOTT

opening millutes, forcing the murderous
family from Corpses to flee and setting the
Love him or hate him, Rob Zombie is a premise for the rest of the movie. No, you
breath of fresh air for horror movie fans don't have to have seen the original to
who, lately, have been inundated with enjC)y this one, but, as is with most sequels,
Japanese remakes and polished PG-13 it will definitely add to the overall experiscare attempts (see Boogeyman, Hide and ence.
Seek, etc.). In his latest outing, The Devil's
While the helpless teenagers were the
Rejects, sequel to his 2003 directorial focus in House of1000 Corpses, Zombie
debut House of 1000 Corpses, Zombie's clearly centers the sequel on the fleeing
vintage-horror influences come through family who, due to the discovery of the
in his camera work, story line and cast of bodies police uncovered at their house,
characters, making his films truly unique, the media names "The Devil's Rejects."
even to those who aren't horror junkies. . When forced on the run, Otis Driftwood
The Devil's Rejects picks right up from (Bill Moseley), Baby Firefly (Sheri Moon)
its predecessor, bringing us back to the. and Captain Spaulding (Sid Haig) are
house we last saw four teens get tortured thrown into the real world, where we see
and murdered in by the Firefly family. The them terrorize any and all people they
local authority Sheriff Wydell (William come across.
Contributing Writer

•
t

•

•

·

Director: ~ike Mitchell
Who: Kurt Russell, Lynda Carter,
Bruce Campbell, Kevin McDonald

•

•

Zombie's first movie was a sadistic and sues. The dialogue is excellent and actualtwisted experience, almost hard to ly very funny at parts.
endure. His sequel is less insane, but the
Aside from the story and his camera
realism is much more gritty
technique, what really drives
as he shows us the human
the movie is its casting.
The Devil's Rejects
sides of these murderers
Moseley as Otis Driftwood
while they try to hide from
is outstanding, Moon plays a .
police.
deviant Baby Firefly and
Director: Rob Zombi.e
Although the story is
Haig's Captain Spaulding is
quite basic, it's the simplicity Stars: Sid Haig, Sheri Moon,
dirty and wicked. Some of
that lets Zombie focus more William Forsythe, Bill Moseley you may remember MoseNow Playing
on scaring us, and he does
ley as Chop Top in the Texas
so not with surprise scare
Chainsaw Massacre 2, and
tactics, but instead with low-end camera Zombie even casts Michael Berryman,
angles, creepy music and frighteningly known as Pluto frolllbWes Craven's The
realistic death scenes. Adding even more Hills Have Eyes.
to the realism is his choice to film most of
To watch a movie made by a man
the death scenes in broad daylight, not at named Zombie, you pretty much can
night like most horror flicks:
guess what you're in for. The Devil's
As the trio runs from police, Sheriff Rejects is very intense, yet impossible to
Wydell becomes.bent on revenge instead ignore from the opening credits, which
of upholding the la~ creating quite an are as cool as any other part in the movie.
interesting twist in the story. Wydell slow- However, it's nc::>t like House of 1000
ly becomes so enraged he starts to inherit Corpses, which is good. because who
the same traits as the murderers he pur- wants to see the same movie made twice?

****•

Stealth

Director: Rob Cohen
Who: Jamie Foxx,Jessica Biel,
Josh Lucas, Sam Shepard

What: Academy Awardwinner Jamie Foxx battles a
killer r<?bot plane that's· out
to start World War III. Jessica Biel wears bikini and
explosions go off left and
right.
.
Variety predicts: Sounds
like 2001: A Space Odyssey
meets Top Gun, with all the
terrible consequences that
implies. It sounds like Foxx
wanted a lightweight projects after ]?.ay, but this looks
almost too stupid.

a

~Recent marriages won't delay

.Rise Against album tour
them," states Principe. "I think,
especially younger kids, they
*"'flock in large numbers to see need a sense of hope, [a chance
Rise Against. The band offers to see] the greener side of
something most of today's things."
As the days go on, Rise
- bands do not - a positive message.
Against continue to reach
While most bands deliver more and more people. Since
heavy music wrapped in hos- forming in 1999, Prindpe and
., tile lyrics, Rise Against strives band mates, singer/guitarist
to show the "positive side" to Tim Mcllrath, guitarist -Chris
punk rock, while still provid- Chase, and drummer Brandon
ing adrenaline-pumping bal- Barnes have released three
lads. The formula has proven albums and have toured
· relentlessly, both nlltionwide
successful. ·
"I think it's refreshing for and overseas.
FROM A10

•

I

Although Barnes is now
married, and Principe himself
is currently engaged, they will
continue to tour, spreading
their music and their message.
As for a new record:
"[We're currently] writing a
new record. [We'll] hopefully
record that, and have it out
before next summer,'' confirms Principe.
For now, pick up Siren Song
of the Counter-Culture on Geffen Records, available everywhere. Also, be sure to check
out www.riseagainst.com.

•

·CD Reviews

·Box set of '90~ tunes severely lacking

SIDNEYBROOK
IT'S YOUR

HOME

"COURSE!!!

• Whatever:
The '90s Pop and Culture Box Set

***•.

Rhino Records is the closest thing to a musical time capsule that we are likely to see. The
label that $ucceeded triumphantly in collecting
a decade's worth of music on its box set Left of
the Dial: Dispatches From the '80s Underground,
is set to unveil its next collection this week. This
time they are going all the way back to the
.1990s!
So just in case you forgot, let's recap. what
happened musically in this decade; pop rock
went from hair-band ballads to several years of
"' alternative one-hit wonders before comfortably
sliding back into the land of bubblegum; hip hop
grew and then split into gangsta rap and pop
hop; then there was everyone's favorite oddball:
grunge. All right Rhino; let's see what you've got
for us.
It's obvious within the first five songs th~t
there is no real organization here, (M.C. Hammer, Sinead O'Conner, Michael Penn, Queen
Latifah and Social Distortion) and that Rhino
merely tried to get as many obscure tracks as
they could onto seven discs. This, however, is
where the collection succeeds, bringing
groundbreaking bands such as Dinosaur Jr.,
Wtlco, Pavement and the Flaming Lips into the
spotlight. From these high points, however, it
drifts into mainly a huge collection of the onehit wonders. Remember Deep Blue Something
• and Sixpence None The Richer? What about
Space Hog or The Crash Test Dummies?
But there are exclusions from this collection
that are simply inexcusable. Where are Dr. Dre
fll and Snoop Doggy Dagg? Pearl Jam and Madonna.both recorded a ~ew songs in this decade, but
they too failed to make .the cut. Nevertheless,

*

•

•

What: A forty-something
pre-school teacher goes
looking for love in the personal ads and winds up with
John Cusack. Score! They
date through a series of misadventures before the climactic decision of whether ·
or not they should get married.
.
.Variety Predicts: Will
;
they end up together after
..
all the hijinks? Oh no! The
suspense is killing us! Talk
about,a totally original
story line!

•

•

Upcoming

these oversights pale in comparison to probably
the most egregious sin imaginable - the lack of
"Smells Like Teen Spirit" (or any Nirvana for
that matter). This song changed popular music,
launched a genre and defined the decade, along
with the generation of young people that came
of age in it. Any collection of '90s music without
it is laughably incomplete.
·
So what exactly do we have here? That
answer depends on }low you remember the
decade. If it was nothing more than 10 years of
throwaway hits, then you will definitely enjoy
this trip into music's not-so-distant past. However, a musical historian will find the collection
lacking some of the decade's most important
music.
One thing just about everyone will agree on,
however, is that $105 is an awful lot to pay for
music that many of us, whether we like to admit
it or not, already own.
1-

CHRIS BOWE!b

Monday- Friday ANYTIME/
FOR YOU MATH MAJORS THAT'S JUST
OVER 17 BUCKS AFTER 2:00pm
Offer Expires 7 I 31/ 2005

Call the Pro Shop for tee times

407-384-6888
\
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Sanderson
Farms
Drumsticks
and Thighs

f)

Fresh
~ipe

I)

Bananas

<!)

lb.

I)

Sweet

Boneless Beef
Bottom Round
Steak

Juicy
Plums ·

.
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-......
..

4

:.~

,,

:~

'J

lb.

- "'
'

French, Cuban
or Italian Bread

Pork
Shoulder
Steak

lb.

Red
Delicious
Apples .

1& oz. Loaf,

From Our Bakery

....41

Good Day
Sliced Ba«;on

Boneless
Beef Shoulder
Steak

Fresh Express ·
Garden Salad

12 oz.

1 lb. Bag ·

~

CapriSun
Drinks

Natural Light
12-pack,
12 oz. Cans

10-pack, Select Varieties,

. ea.

Limit 4

ea.

99
ea.

Good Day
Sugar

4 lb. Bag

.

·aos...loW Prices Everyday!

su9et SalJt

a

[£] [lE iii. ~ SJ

E. OSCEOLA PKWY.

We Accept WIC

·

1560 East Silver Star Rd .

5524 West Colonial Or.

(407) 578-1041

(407) 298-4400

. ww .sqpersaverfoods.co

to RUTRJCTIOHS
11 P
Store liours &AMLoCAl

STORE HOURS MAY VARY DUE TO
,

RAIN CHECK: We strive to have on hand sufficient stock of advertised merchandise. II for any reason we are out of stock, a Rain Check will be issued enabling you to buy the item at the advertised price a~ soon as It becomes available. Savings may vary. Check price tag for details. We reserve the right to limit quantities. Please, No Sales to Dealers.
AVAILABILITY: Each of these advertised items is required to readily available for sale at or below the advertised price In each
rtsons store except specifically noted in this ad. IC 2005 Extreme Inc. ~uper Saver and the Super Saver logo are trademarks owned by '{ licensed by Extreme Inc. All Rights Reserved. \
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The ine11's 1Jasketball tean1 vvill begin preparations on
F)iday fot a trip tl1at vvill live in th.ei~ n1en1ories forever .

•

Knights
set for
new era
inC-USA
The conclusion of our look
at UCF's new c6nference
ANDY VASQUEZ

?iiorts Editor

With the ·month of July came the Knights'
jump to Conference USA. Now with the month
coming to a close, the Future concludes it's preview of the Knights' future foes in C-USA.
Last week we previewed Southern Methodist
University, Southern Miss, and Tulane. Check it
out on www.ucfnews.com. This week look into
our crystal ball to see what we might expect out
of three more of UCF's conference tenants.

"
•

University ofTulsa
· Inexplicably the University of Tulsa chose to
nickname all of their sports teams the Golden
Hurricane, which would be understandable, if
Tulsa wasn't located in northeastern Oklahoma
and if their primary school color wasn't blue.
They must not be big on details in Tulsa.
Despite the completely senseless nickname, the
Hurricane should provide· some formidable
competition for the Knights in the coming years.
UCF won't be seeing the Golden Hurricane
this year on the football field; which is too bad for
Knight fans because it was a stplggle for the Hurricane last year. They limped to a record of 4-8,
their most convincing victory coming at home.
49-7 over Southwest Missouri State. That was
one of the few bright spots for the Hurricane last
year, as they lost 29-0 to Navy and fell in over-.
time twice in three weeks.
The season won't get any easier for Tulsa this.
, year as they will face Minnesota and Oklahoma,
to open the season. .
·
Men's basketball had a rough year last season
as well in the Western Athletic Conference. The
Hurricane struggled to a 9-20 record, and their
season ended in the first round of the WAC tournament. They nearly beat Okl$oma but lost by
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Justin Rose and the Knights will leave on Aug. 8 for a trip that will take them to three European countries for five games in 10 days. The trip offers an early glimpse of the upcoming year for the men.
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Ricky Williams
is back, and this
just in, he can't
figure out why

GETTING READY TO

~
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UAB ON B2
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THE EXTRA POINT
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

ext month the men's basketball team is going to have the
opportunity to take its game to an unfamiliar place - literally.
·The Knights are headed to Europe.
On Friday men's basketball Will begill 10 days of on-campus practice
as they gear up for a preseason European road trip that will take them
across the Atlantic to Holland, Belgium and France.

N

'

i) .

•

1

"Traveling overseas helps with the devel- will get the chance to experience the culture
opment of team camaraderie and chem- of their destinations as they will be
istry," UCF Coach Kirk ·Speraw said. "You immersed in different languages and
take guys away from their comfort level and · cuisines. There will also be time set aside
put them in a unique environment. You are ·for the team to sightsee and tour museums
also playing some good competition."
and historical sites.
That competition will include five pro"The trip is a tremendous opportunity
fessional teams - one in Holland, one in from a cultural standpoint," Speraw said.
Belgium and three in France.
"[The players] get a chance to see a different
The Knights will depart Orlando on Aug. part of the wo:i;ld. It is a tremendous cllitur8 and head to Paris by way of Cincinnati. al experience for the team. They enjoy the
After arriving in Paris the team will imme- ,opportunity to see different places and to
diately catch a plane to Amstel'dam. The interact with people from other cultures."
· team then travels to Brussels, Belgium, back
The Knights will have plenty of time to
to Paris, apd then to Nice, France, in that experience different cultures. Their trip will
order, before returning to Orlando on Aug. take them out of the country for 11 days.
'19.
Over the course of the trip the players
PLEASE SEE TRIP ON -B3

Anyone who has been paying attention to the
world of professional sports lately knows that
this is the season of the comeback.
After seven months with an empty feeling in ·
my stomach, football has finally returned and so
has Ricky Williams.
Williams chose marijuana over his teammates last year, and now - because he owes his
team $8.5 million for breaching his contract - .
he's back.
Williams, who apparently hasn't shaved since
he left the NFL for world travel, holistic medi- •
· cine school and, oh yeah, weed, held a press
conference on Monday, apologizing to his team~
mates for leaving th~ high and dry last season~
(The Dolphins struggled to a 4-12 record with- '
out Williams, their worst record since the
1960s.)
·
Williams says he doesn't know why he came '
back,.but clearly the motivating factor was
money. Williams doesn't want to be in Miami he is a recluse who has spent the last year traveling alone, in his own little world ~ the last
thing he wants are expectations and hoards of
media followers.
·
If Williams isn't back because he desires to
play competitive football, then he might as well ,
not be back at all.
Don't look for Terrell Owens to be back on
the Philadelphia Eagles sideline any time soon. ·
He has pretty much alienated and insulted
everyone within a 60-mile radius of Lincoln
1
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Marcus Johnson is one of the seven returning Knights from
last year's team that made it to the NCAA Tournament.
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State & Nation
FSU linebackers will play season
opener-despite arrests
.

• -'

•
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The Knights will need to rely on their defense to try to stop the fast-paced offense of UAB when the two teams meet in Birmingham, Ala.

UAB will be tough for Knights to
handle this fall on football field
FROM

Bl .

six and also fell to new C-USA
opponents Rice and SMU.
The C-USA men's basketball schedule won't be,released
until late next month, and if the
Knights find Tulsa on their
schedule, it should be a very
evenly matched contest.
1\tlsa has a solid men's golf
team as they finished 29th
nationally in the NCAA Championship this past season, and
their men's soccer squad will
be one of the finest in the conference. In last year's NCAA
Championship they advanced
all the way to the national quarterfinals.

UTEP won the WAC tournament to earn a No. ll seed in
the Austill bracket of the
NCAA Tournament.
In the first round, the Miners took on Utah in a game that
was eerily similar to the
Knights' first-round loss to
UConn in last year's tournament. UTEP fell behind in the
second half but went on a late
run to make things interesting.
Ultimately NBA lottery-pick
Andrew Bogut and the Ute's
were too much for UTEP as
they lost by six points.

University of Alabama at
Birmingham

One of the Knights' late-season challenges on the football
field this year will come in
University ofTexas at El Paso
Thankfully, the Knights mid-November when they
won't be facing UTEP in foot- travel north to Birmingham for
ball this season. Last year the a key game against UAB. The
Miners were among the Blazers are coming off a solid
nation's best teams. A midsea- year as they finished last season run of eight straight wins son with a 7-5 record, qualifylast season launched the Min- ing them for the Honolulu
ers as high as No. 23 nationally. . bowl where they fell to Hawaii
Their run came to an end at the onESPN.
The Blazers high-powered
hands of a two-point loss to
Tulsa, which knocked UTEP offense, which scored nearly 30
points per game last season,
out of the nation's top 25.
This year the Miners' ll- will remain intact this year, and
game slate includes games the Knights will do well to slow
against chief UCF rival Mar- them down. The Knights
shall (Homecoming), and a should have no problem scorlate-season home game against ing on UAB as defense was not
a strong point in Birmingham
spoiler 1\tlsa,.
In men's basketball the Min- last season - the Blazers
ers are coming off a strong sea- allowed 20 or more points in
.
son, which qualified them for seven games.
The low point oflast season
the NCAA Tournament last
year. With a record of 27-8, for UAB was when they hosted

USF ~d fell hard, losing 45-20
o'n national television.
In men's basketball the Blazers are beginning to achieve
status as a perennial team to
watch out for in the first round
of the NCAA Tournament.
Last season UAB advanced
to the second round of the
NCAA Tournament after
defeating No. 6 seed LSU in the
first round of the Chicago
bracket. The Blazers fell in the
second round to Arizona.
The Blazers will be one of
the toughest teams men's basketball will see in C-USA, and
because of that if there is a
meeting between the two
teams this season, it will most
likely be on the road for UCF.
The C-USA men's basketball
schedule will be released late
next month.
If the Knights do face the
Blazers, it would just add more
depth to arguably the toughest
schedule the Knights have ever
seen.
Men's soccer at UAB is a
solid up an,d coming program
anp will come into this season
with the nations 22nd best
recruiting class as rated by College Soccer News.
· In early November the
Knights will travel to UAB for
their second-to-last game of
the season.
So that's it, we've now
looked at every team the Golden Knights will be facing in
their new conference for the
foreseeable future.

HOT SPRlNGS, Va - Florida State linebackers Ernie Sims
and AJ. Nicholson will both be
in the lineup for the Sept. 5 season opener against Miami,
despite their summer brushes
with the law.
Florida State Coach Bobby
Bowden said Monday he'll handle the discipline since the legal ·
issues are misdemeanors.
. Sims was arrested following
an early morning fight with his
live-in girlfriend outside a university residence hall while
STEVE HELSER I ASSOCIATED PRESS
Nicholson had a pair of nin-ins
FSU football Coach Bobby Bowden at the ACC Football Kickoff on Monday in Hot Springs, Va.
with local' police, including a
misdemeanor DUI.
ketball coach says he hopes to Home, a graduate assistant and
"There are more ways to cJis- ~ return to work now that a jury linebackers coach, said his
cipline other than suspension," has found him innocent of father resigned late in the summer to make sure a VU assisBowden said at the Atlantic drunken driving.
Coast Collference's footbiµJ.
Keith LeGree was suspend- tant coach replaced him.
Director of athletics Mark
media kickoff. ''You've heard of ed indefinitely following his
pain, haven't you?"
arrest in March. He claimed a LaBarbera said he was aware of
One of Bowden's favorite sleeping disorder caused him Horne's intentions last ·week
punishments through the years to fall asleep at the wheel of his and that an assistant would get
has been making players run . Chevy Blazer and that he had the job.
Crusaders' offensive coordistadium steps for mistakes of not been drinking.
many kinds, including. those
A Hamilton County Munic- nator Stacy Adams confirmed
involving police.
ipal Court jury deliberated he was one of the finalists, as
Bowden also said redshirt about five minutes on Friday , did defensive coordfuator Stan
freshmen Xavier Lee and Drew before acquitting 'him of driv- Rettew.
"This just shows that Coach
Weatherford will be even when ing under the influence.
the quarterback competition
LeGree said he now takes Horne was taking care of his
. starts next month. And unless medication and is undergoing people," Rettew said. ·~ new
co~ch might ·bring in a new
one player clearly separates tests for the sleeping disorder.
· during the August workouts,
The university's athletic staff and might eliminate all of
Bowden said he wouldn't hesi- department instituted a zero- this staff."
Horne came to VU in 1989
tate to play both.
tol~rance policy for alcohol
Aside from their legal dis- abuse after coach Bob Huggins from Joliet Junior College,
traction, the Seminoles also wa5 convicted of drunken driv- where he coached. three seahave a slew of problems to con- ing last year. Huggins was sus- sons. He also 'coached at Iowa
tend with as they enter Bow- pended for ne~ly three Wesleyan College from 1982, 84.
den's 30th year at the helm.
months.
·
The season's anticipated
UC Athletic Director Bob
starting quarterback, Wyatt Goin has .s aid alcohol-related Pitt point guard Krau~er decides
Sexton, will miss the season incidents could result iri firing to return for senior season
PITTSBURGH Point
while he's treated for Lyme dis- if they bring shame on the uniguard Carl Krauser has decidease.
versity or department.
ed to return to the University
"Who could have ever preof ~ittsburgh for his senior ~ea
dicted Lyme disease?" Bowden Valparaiso football Cbach Horne
son.
asked. "The good news is it's leaves his job for wife
'.' It was the fans who
VALPARAISO, Incl-Tom
something that'~ curable."
Bowden said he has not yet Horne, who coached Val- brought me back," Krauser said
visited Sexton, the son of Flori- paraiso to two Pioneer Football Friday. "Everyone was telling
da State Assistant Coach Billy 'League championships, has me how much .they needed
'resigned after 16 seasons, say- me."
Sexton.
The 6-foot Krauser had
The Seminoles will also be ing he wanted to spend more
been mulling playing in Europe
without cornerback Antonio time with his wife.
Horne had compiled a 67- after he removed his name
Cromartie for the season. A ·
first team all-conference pick a 101-1 record since 1989, :making from the NBA draft· when it
year ago, Cromartie had sur- him the second-winningest became evident during a pregery last week after he injured coach in the Crusaders' 85-year draft camp in Chicago that he
his left knee during a voluntary history. Emory Bauer was 70- would not be a first-round pick.
Krauser, 24, a former New
51-5 from 1946-67.
workout earlier this month.
He also guided the Cru- York City . high school star,
Cromartie also returned
kickoffs as one of the team's saders to league champi- averaged 16 points and 4.8
onships in 2000 and 2003 and. rebounds last season and was a
fastest players.
Florida State also has an aca- was the 1999 PFL Coach of the second-team all-Big East selecYear.
tion for the second consecutive
demic casualty.
"My wife is home alone for season. He shot 39.4 percent
Clifton Dickson, the team's
most dominating interior six months between the season (54-of-137) from 3-point range
defensive linemari in the spring, and recruiting,'' Horne said and made 75 percent of his free
was declared academically inel- after the announcement Mon- throws.
He is taking a few· courses
igible and must graduate from a day. ·~ she's got is the Tv."
He and his wife of 27 years, this summer and as long as he
community college before he
can be readmitted to the uni- Sandy, have three grown chil- passes, he'll be able to play.
"Carl has done everything
dren.
versity.
"My family sacrificed quite he's needed to do academical"We've always had somebody in trouble., somebody with a bit over the years so I could ly," Coach Jamie Dixon said.
The Panthers (20-9) lost to
grades," Bowden said. "That's make a difference in young
people's lives."
Pacific 79-71 in the first round
life. It's the way it is."
The Crusaders open train- of the NCAA tournament.
ing camp on Aug. 10, leaving . Sophomore center Chris Taft
UC assistant basketball coach
the . program just over two kept his ruime in the draft and
acquitted of drunken driving
CINCINNATI - A Univer- weeks to find a replacement was taken 42nd overall by
sity of Cincinnati assistant bas- before freshmen report·. Andy Golden State.

NHL needs to get rid of commissioner
Gary Bettman before he does more harm
FROM
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Financial Field, and you know how those Philly
fans are. T.O., for your own good, don't go back ·'
As abrasive and annoying as Owens is, he
actually has the right to ask for more money.
Last year he made a mistake when negotiating
his contract and was severely underpaid He
made the deal so that he could play for the
Eagles and play for a Super Bowl.
.
Owens delivered, and now he wants to get
paid
.
When an NFL team makes a mistake, and
they realize it the next year what do they do?
They cut the player, because NFL teams are the
only employers in the world that don't have to
honor a signed contract.
·
If Owens had re-injured his broken leg in the
Super Bowl, and it ended his career, the Eagles
- wouldn't have paid him for the years left on his
STEVE MITCHELL I ASSOCIATEQ PRESS
contract.
·
Running back Ricky Williams of the Miami Dolphins smiles during a
, Owens and his agent Drew Rosenhaus are
news conference Monday, on day two of Dolphins trainin!} camp.
just turning the contradiction of NFL contracts
back on the owners, and it's about time.
going to be even worse for the Nfir. because of
And finally the NHL is also back, but why
the fact that fans won't come back right away.
Perhaps the hardest thing to believe about
couldn't they have just kept their commissioner
Bettman was that he used to work under curon a permanent lockout?
Gary Bettman of the NHL is easily the worst rent NBA commissioner Pavid Stern. Stem has
managed to.take his league in the opposite
commissioner in all of sports. He's so bad that
direction, and just weeks ago avoided a work
he makes Bud Selig look competem. Surely ·
Bettman's record as NHL boss can't be that bad
stoppage in a situation that seemed better than
- think again. As the (so called) leader of the
the NHL1s. Bettman blames the entire situation
NHL since February of 1993, Bettman has
on the players, but they come and go. The comincreased the leagues revenues by four times to . mon denominator in the failing NHL over the
nearly $2.1 billion, but the NHL has still lost $1.8 past decade has been Bettman, and it's time for
billion. Bettman has overseen three work stophim to go.
pages, allowed four franchises to fall into bankAnd just in case I haven't talked you into hatruptcy - and here's the kicker - continued to. ing Bettman yet, this one's the clincher. The
most annoying fact about Bettman is that he
expand the leagile despite the fact that it was
feels the need to move his hands every time he
losing money.
.
How can you add teams to a league iR which pronounces a vowel, and frankly that bothers
me. He looks like he's doing a drunken rendii earns are going bankrupt left and right? And
tion of the robot.
l
that was b~fore the lockout. Now thing~e
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9900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
.ORLANDO~ FL 32837

.IN BEAUTIFUL SOUTH ORLANDO!
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CALLUSAT(407) 851-3800 _
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Transfer
student off
team before
•
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ROOMMlt
THE SEAftCH IS DVEftlU
t;m FOR RENT:

, Looking for F/M roommate.
312 House in Oviedo.Available
ASAP. $400/mo. + 1/3utilities.
Large yard, quiet area.
Great roommates. Pets okay.
Call 407-447-4555.

Roommate wanted to shareapt
w/ 2females.5 miles to UCF.
$350/mo. incluiles water, electric,
cable, internet Spacious apt,
nice neighborhood.

~Roommates

'

Knights dismiss
Carlton Christian

t;m FOR RENT:

'

~Roommates

E-mail dassified@UCFNews.com.

ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

,

The Knights have decided to
part ways with one of their
potential future stars due to a
violation of team rules.
On Monday, UCF Coach
Kirk Speraw announced that
sophomore Carlton Christian
has been dismissed by the team
for a violation of team policy.
According to UCF sports
information, Christian was not
willing to fulfill the requirements of being a student athlete that his coaching staff set
forth.
'.fhe 6-foot-4-inch guard sat
out last season (due to NCAA
rules) after transferring to UCF
from Marquette after his freshyear. At Marquette, Christian appeared in 22 games for
the Golden Eagles and averaged one point per game. That
year he had a career high six
points vs. Louisville and _
grabbed four rebounds.
An Orlando-native, Christian attended Evans Hi~h
School, where he became the
first four-year starter in the history of the program.
The Knights, -who will be
making their Conference USA
debut this fall, wjll be returning
three starters and seven players
from last year's team.
UCF will also have the services of sophomore guards Dave
Noel and Mike O'Donnell, who
also sat out last season after
transferring to UCF.
The Knights will be
attempting to make their third
consecutive trip to the NCAA
Tournament

CFF ARCHIVE PHOTO

Troy Lindbeck and the Knights will get 10 days of extra p~actice time before their European trip, one of many advantages ofthe journey.

Trip to Europe provides
many hidden advantages

man

'
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The NCAA allows a foreign trip once every · four
years, with· the Knights last
overseas journey coming in
2001. On that trip UCF traveled to Belgium, Germany
and England.
seven
returning
All
Knights from last year's
squad will be able to make
the trip, as well as transfers
Mike O'Donnell and Dave
Noel, who both sat out last
season a(ter transferring to
UCF. As mandated by NCAA
rules new signees Jermaine
Taylor and Lavell Payne will
not be allowed to make the
. trip.

The trip will also benefit
the team greatly frorri a basketball standpoint. Normally
NCAA rules prevent any sort
of organized practice before
mid-October, but the trip
gives the Knights an excep-_
tion. The 10 days of practice
that UCF will get before their
trip will provide the team a
chance to see where they
stand well before the important games come around.
"We will get the benefit of
those games and competition," Speraw said. "but also
get the benefit of 10 days of
practice prior to the trip.
"That can give you a little
bit of a jumpstart to what you
are trying to do for the

Continue your educaf/Dn onllm:
with courses, certificates and. dlg1iees
offer;ed through the UCF OIRTUR~ cnmPUS

upcoming season. You can
experiment with different
things at that time. You can
play around with different
, lineups or a different offense
when wins and losses are not
as crucial."
When the Knights return
stateside, they will have the
task of preparing for one of
the toughest schedules in the
history of UCF men's basketball. The Knights will be facing powerhouses Florida
(Dec. 3) and Kentucky (Jan. 3)
and potentially Arizona UCF
will also be debuting in a
much tougher C-USA, providing plenty of crucial
wm/loss moments for the
Knights later this seas'on.
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Your life is too fast-paced to let an illness or injury slow you

1

dowfl. At UCF Health Services, we know this. Inside our beautiful,
new 48,000 square-foot Health Center are experts-in-their-field
doctors and nurses, as well as the Latest in medical knowledge
and equipment. We are nation~lly accredited by the Accreditation
Association for Ambulatory Health Care (AAAHC). And, that's
nothing to sneeze-Literally.

Getting routine health care check-ups is often a part of
staying well. As is seeking proper, timely care when you

Located on campus

get sick or injured. From annual physicals to flu
I

Comprehen ive services
Women~s

..

medicine

Unlimited office visits

Full Jlharmacy

shots, from lab work to X-rays and getting
your prescription filled , UCF Health Services'
expert staff, state-of-the art facilities and
our compassionate bedside manner will
put you back on your feet fast. You'll
appreciate how close, convenient and
'

)(..rays

-

cost-effective an option we really are.

'

Lab

_,
CONVENIENT. AFFORDABLE. EXPERIENCED. -

-.

• •
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Ready or not,
stadium is.coming
M

embers of the UCF Board about the community, then why
to say that the needs of football
of 'Ihlstees as well as
players outweigh the needs and
have 15 forums been organized?
Athletic Director Steve
The Board of Trustees certainly
concerns of residents, but players
Orsini and other school adminis- , can't afford to waste time to keep
at least represent the best interest
trative officials were on hand
of this university aind that is estabcoming to these events so that
Monday night as residents oflocal people can continue to bash this
lishing a top tier program to
communities and supporters of
match the top tier athletics.
school and the pe0ple who have
UCF football once again met for a worked hard to build it into one of
At one public fdrum in the
public hearing about a proposed
the finest academic institutions in spring, one resident: called a
Future editorial in favor of the staon-campus stadiwn.
the nation.
So far there have been 15 of
This school's officials obvious- dium "cocky." While that accusathese hearings and forums in
ly care about how the community tion didn't make much sense and
which people have expressed
views UCF and preservation ofits the resident didn't offer any suptheir concerns or announced their image is an entirely important fac- port to her claim, residents need
to ask themselves if it isn't just as
support or even rambled incoher- tor to everyone involved Howevcocky to tell a university that has
ently about completely invalid
er, there comes a point when
been here longer than most of ..
and irrelevant issues. While
enough is enough, and redundanthese neighborhoods what it can
everyone's opinion in the matter
cy needs to take a backseat to
deserves to be heard and every
or can't do on its own land
what is beneficial to this school
The stadium needs to be btiilt
concern should be answered, it's
and the 45,000 students who
where it is already planned Ifresbeginning to become redundant
attendit
idents really want the stadium
and borderline useless.
The school has invested millocation swapped with the proLocal residents have continulions into research and studies to
posed intramural fields location,
ously lambasted UCF President
answer every question residents
John Hitt by saying that he and
have posed, and there hasn't been then they again need to ask themthe university have no concern for a single steel beani put into place
selves if they'd rather have six
nights in one season ofloud collocal residents, and the attacks
on campus as ofyet When we
lege football fans or five nights
certainly didn't let up Monday
were growing up our parents
night While there weren't many
often told us that money doesn't
per week ofloud fraternity guys
people criticizing Hitt and other
grow on trees. But if it did then
playing flag football
campus officials in front of the
All arguments and accusations
UCF wouldn't have any foliage
aside, UCF students, alumni and
crowd in"attendance, there were
left on campus be~use of how
plen.ty of grumblings throughout
much these redundant comp1aints football fans have waited long
the room
· enough for this stadiwn. The vote
are costing.
It's getting old already. 'lb say
For every question that needs
has already been pushed back to
that this university doesn't care
to be answered, not once but a ·
Nov. 9, but when that day comes,
about the community is just plain
dozen times, the stadium is
it needs to be approved, and the
nonsense. IfUCF doesn't care
delayed that m~ch longer. It's not construction needs to begin.

OUR STANCE

Bush putting his
best foot forward
G

eorge W. Bush is having
the best week ever. ·
Although the political climate in America has been tumultuous lately, the controversial U.S.
president has impressed.the
nation with a respectable and
arguably moderate nomination
for the Supreme Court position
recently vacated by Justice Sandra Day O'Connor. .
In addition, the tragic terrorist
activity that has occurred in London recently has flattened liberal
argument~ that President Bush
has been illegitimately capitalizing on the fear many harbor over
the events of 9/11 What's more, a
recent tour of the nation with his
mother, former first lady Barbara
Bush, has raised support and
awareness for his·plans to reform
social security by creating a "senior security'' package. · .
· When Sandra Day O'Connor
shocked the nation by resigning
· her ~upreme Court seat in the
absence of the expected retirement of Chief Justice Rehnquist,
Democrats feared that President
Bush would nolninate a candidate with far-right political beliefs
the likes of which the office had
never seen.
Despite assurances from more
moderate citizens and Washington insiders that such a candidate
would not be selected, leftist
issue groups prepared to mobilize
multimillion-dollar campaigns
against Bush's nominee on a
moment's notice.
When Bush nominated John'
Roberts the worst fears of Bush's
critics were not realized
Although conservative, Roberts

has represented a number of
causes close to the Democratic
Party, including representing
Democrats in the Microsoft
monopoly case and the democratic governor of Hawaii
In general, Bush's appointment of Roberts confirms the
strong character Republicans
have always recognized in the
leader and does much to battle
arguments from the left that he
allows his political philosophy to
work against the best interests of
the·nation.
Although tragic, the recent
London terrorist attacks have
reminded citizens the world over
that the threat of terror is real. In
the 2004 election, critics of the
president suggested that he capitalized on fears many still haibored after 9/11. More extreme
critics even suggested his leadership during that difficult time was
nothing to be proud of. .
The London attacks bring two
points to tl}e forefront of the
American political arena. Not
only is the threat that a large scale
terrorist attack is possible still
very real, but it is perhaps
because of the leadership of Bush
that Americans can consider
such a possibility a thing of the
past.
Those who feel the president
has exploited the passion that 9/11
aroused in the American public
would be wise to consider exactly
how real the threat ofterrorism
was for the citizens of London
before issuing further criticisms
of his actions and.stance on
national security.
Also bringing praise to the

Bush administration this week is
a tour the president recently
embarked upon with his mother
to raise awareness for his "senior
security'' package.
Sine~ the beginnings of soc:ial
security during the FDR administration, many hav..e insisted it was
a short-term solut!ion to a long
term problem Indeed, less than
a century later, serious and alarming concerns exist as to whether
the current members of the U.S.
workforce will ever see the benefits of the social security they pay.
In response to these concerns,
Bush has made reforming social
security into a more diverse program of senior security one of his
highest domestic priorities. The
president's plan, which would
allow workers to use a portion of
their social security payments for
private investment, would also
see that the benefits of senior
security were distributed to those
who need it most.
While repairing the flaws of
FDR's original social security
plan is no easy task, Bush seems
ready and confident to tackle the
issue with a plan that is sensible.
Whether it was garnering
respect from liberals and conservatives alike by appointing a
moderate nominee for the
Supreme Court, the unfortunate
and tragic reminder that terrorism is a very real threat that his
leadership has protected us from,
or working with his mother to
reform social security and protect
senior interests, it is obvious that
George W. Bush is shaping up to
be the leader Republicans have
long claimed him to be.

READER VIEWS
can attest to some of things we've seen. She
was charged recently about $158 for "sofa
springs" (as was her roommate), yet nothing
was ever done to her couCh, nor was it
replaced Odd when you consider the fact that
I (and my roommate) were charged $60 for
.our couch (also."sofa springs") ;md had a new
couch installed while we were at work the
next week
. Also, I always enjoyed calling the front
office with any number of questions or concerns, only to be told that the office college kid
who answered the phone didn't know the
answer and that they'll put me through to the
property manager. Which of course, promptly
went to voicemail I'd leave messages and
never receive a returning phone call, nor (after
repeated calling) would I ever manage to get ·
'this mythical ''property manager" on the ·
phone.
All in all, I've noticed the disturbing trend
that the student-housing complexes around
here seem to not care at all about their tenants,
and have had all too many experiences with
front office staff·that is ignorant of the doings
and regulations of their own cumplexes. I've
been charged too many times by complex representatives citing 'Well, it's the rules" as the
reason why. I've been witness to other people
getting this same
In closing, it's a sad state of affairs when a
chief concern of moving out isn't getting
things set up at a new place, but rather what
sort of hidden fees or ridiculous charges you'll
be presented with on your last day there.
The best advice I could give freshmen and
others considering student housing would be
this: The complex and its representativ~s
aren't your friends. They don't care about you,
nor do they want to see you unless it's when
you're paying your rent check. Your privacy is
a secondary concern to them It's stated clearly
in your lease that the property's agents can at
any time enter your property for "examination" or "safety checks." You·should take it for
granted that people you don't know will have

Protesters need manners

I just returned horn~ from attending the
public forum at UCF for the proposed oncampus football stadium. !enjoyed the rhetoric of community members speaking their
views either for or against the stadium or stadium location. My husband and I live in a UCF
neighboring community off of McCulloch
Road in East Orange County. We fully support
the stadium and the growth of UCF. We would
not have purchased a home in this area if we
did not feel this way. I am a high school
teacher and graduate student at UCF.
It is not too surprising that many community members are opposed to the stadium site.
However,_ what completely shocked me is how
many of these opposed to the stadium site
showed a complete lack of decorum to those
who spoke against their viewpoint. Heckles ·
and jeers are not the proper way to treat other
people and make them agree with you. The
people who spoke for the stadium were
respectful while those opposed were speaking,
and I think that many, not all, but many, of the
"neighbors" who came to that meeting
opposed to the stadium need to learn that
your opinion is not the only one that counts,
no matter what the cost ofyour home.
Just like we all learned in kindergarten, use
your manners, wait your turn, and if you don't
have anything nice to say to someone, then
don't say anything at all Go Knights!
- -JESSICA D. ROBERTS

Student housing outrage

'

After reading your editorial ["Student housing complex situation," July 20], I see that it
brought a few good points, but failed to
answer others. The issues that tenants have
experienced with UCF-afftliated housing are
far more annoying than just being walked in
on by a maintenance technician. For instance,
there are the random charges that are assessed
by complexes for pretty much whatever they
seem to feel like.
Case in point, my girlfriend up until recently lived at Pegasus Pointe. I did as well, and
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The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions?Call 407-447-4558.
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'What is your goal for the
upcoming school year?'

ALEX CRADDOCK

ALEXIS S,ZVDLOWSKI

COREY PRIBYL

Digital media

Engineering

Health science

"To try not to get lost because all the
buildings look the same." '

·"Learn more English and discover
•another wlture."

"I'd like to figure out what I'm doing
with my life."
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MELISSA DESNOYERS

SOPHIA SCANNATA

Micro and molecular biology

Elementary education

"To pass my classes so my butt won't
get beat at home."

"To get the best grades possible so
that later I'll have room to mess up."
)

STEPHANIE SCHULZ
Biology

"To enjoy my last semester, party as
much as possible and pray our football
team wins at ~st once."
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An origincil commercial idea
would be priceless

• For all of my glorious 19
years on this plane.t I have
always loved television comtnercials.
· Before I realized what a brilliant writer I was and the
.
power that I control with simply my fingertips, I really want~d to be an ad guy. I wanted to
be the guy who came up with
,i
MOUTHING OFF
brilliant ad campaigns like
!Where's the Beef?" and the
ASHLEY BURNS
J3ud Bowl Hell. most guys
Managing Editor
> . ~ould admit that they care
more about the commercials
Handbook to Being Funny is
. during the Super Bowl than
monkeys are always funny.
they actually do about the
Yet as we laugh at so many
game. Well. at least most Miami of the funny and inventive commercials we must also deal
Polphins fans wo~d admit
that.
.
with the dark side of advertisBut commercials hold so
ing. For every E-trade commer)
much power and, ifthey're exe- cial with a monkey and an old ..
j:uted successfully, they can
. fart, there's an Old Navy compring billions to acompany. If
mercial featuring that freakish
you have even the slightest disold lady and that stupid dog.
,)
belief, just take a 1001;<. at the
For every Budweiser frog there
Classics. The Budweiser frogs
are a bunch of hippies dancing
built Anheuser-Busch into an
for some lame Gap ad. To me
unstoppable force of delicious
the greatest violator of all adS is
hops and barley. Pepsi's Cindy
Fanta Not only daes the drink
Crawford commercials niade
taste like a rotted goat carcass,
scores of pre-pubescent males
but the ads with these frightengive up Coca-Cola for good.
ingly dressed girls.singing,
Prior to the whole Janet
"Don't you wanta Fanta" make
Jackson boob debacle at the
me want to stick cherry bombs
Super Bowl two years ago,
in my ears and chase it down
watching the commercials on
with a bottle of Bacardi 151. And
that specific Sunday was like
if I put that dreadful jingle in
watching a few dozen short
your head then please forgive
movies for free. And it's always
me. I'm just simply trying to
the start of at least two months
shed light on this injustic~.
of fantastic commercial enterGranted, the ad Nazis
tainment.
behind something as horrible
The greatest Super Bowl
as that Fanta ad are one part of
commercial of all-time - don't the dark side of advertising, but
shoot me, it's just my opirlion
there's another aspect of the
} - was an E-trade commercial a dark side that many people
few years back. In this IS-secoften ignore. Sometimes good
ond ad, an elderly male, a chim- ads run entirely too long, and
panzee and a mentally chalthey go from making us laugh
lenged fellow were simply
or warming our hearts to mak. sitting in a garage and clapping
ing people turn off their TVs
their hands. Now before you
and read books, which is simply
start calling me insensitive, just
out of the question.
understand that I didn't make
There are two ad campaigns
the commercial It was funny
that have fall.en victim to this
for me because it was simple
trend worse than any others in
and random. Plus it had a mon- history. I speak of Mastercard's
key and rule No. 3 in Bumsy's
"priceless" ads and the nev-

erending "got milk?" campaign
At one time or another they
were probably the most recognized adS on the face of Buddha's green Earth. Heck, go into
any fraternity guy cir sorority
girl's closets and you'll find at .
least one rush shirt that used
these ads. And it's not a bad
thing at all because that Wa.s the
drive and purpose behind
them. It's the purpose of any ad
to brand an image or catchphrase into every consumer's
brain. But it's also the responsibility of the company and the
ad exec to know when enough
is enough.
Every once in a while the ad
wizards working for Mastercard pull a good idea out of
their tailpipes, but that's
become so rare. Now the com~
mercials are like: "Buying an
.Egg McMuffm: $.99. Buying a
newspaper: $.25. Reading a
Marmaduke cartoon: Priceless."
There's no humor or warmth
left in this one-time cash cow,
so it's about time we send it out
to pasture. Along the same·
lines, if I see one more bumper
sticker that reads "Got Jesus?''
or "Got Blah Blah Blah?" I'm
going to light a rabid prairie
dog on fire and unleash it on
whichever ad agency came up
with the damn slogan.
Just like an aging athlete or
the career of a fat porno actress,·
some things eventually come to
an end. If not for the sake of
those of us watching television
right now then at least do it for
the kids we'll eventually accidentally have.
Let me put it this way Paying an ad agency to come
up with a new idea: $10 million
Getting Billy Crudup to stop
doing voiceovers and fall off the
planet: probably another $10
million. Ending a geriatric ad
campaign and saving all of us
from horrific redundancy: well,
you know the rest .

12000 coneuiate wav ·

401-211-1616
• 1.23 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms

11651 UniversilV Boulevard

11801 Hioh Tech Avenue

.401-513-9000

401-243-6100

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• l 05 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast

• Full Cable with Showtime

Buff~t

•.Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily •

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p - 7:00p

• Limited Maid Service

•Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

• Daily Housekeeping Service
• Pet Friendly

4'

2 Meetjng Rooms for
up to 40 People

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant

• High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed .Internet Access

No Appointments,
'

FREE

Professional
Car wash with
OilChangel
Just off the corner of
University and Goldenrod.
~::4

University Blvd

-eiii
~
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Ashley Bums can be reached at

~ ·a.>
~ -E:

~D

East Colonial Drive

editor@UCFnews.com
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keys that grant them access to your apartment.
This means everyone from employees to whatever third party contractors they hire. Hey, don't
get mad! It's all right there in your lease. A lease
which I'd highly suggest you read before signing.
Because after you sign it, forget it You're a
source of revenue..
- FORREST TERRY II

Deaths should be reminder

~

I would like to state that the iriformation
about Cliff Cole and Chris Leo's accident may
not be correct ["Death of friends leaves students
to battle grief," July 20]. The police report, cited
:from the Orlando Sentinel, stated.the boys were .
in the left turn lane and then changed their ID.ind
and pulled back into the lane to their right when
. struck by a car already progressing in that lane.
The other driver was not cited, alcohol was not

mentioned as a factor.
This may not lessen the pain or give the relief
that blaming the other driver might give, but
understanding that accidents can happen to anyone at anytime is an imp9rtant reminder to be
mindful of even the smallest choices we make.
As a parent, my heart broke for my son who
knew Cliff since middle school. His funeral was a
heart wrenching tribute to a wonderful young
man from an exceptional family. They unselfishly chose organ donation as a final gift from
Cli.ffie. As a tribute to his life, his family is establishing a fund for educational scholarships in
their native Seirra Leone. Their country has been
tom apart by civil war, and education is very
expensive and not accessible to all
I hope his friend Sebastian, and other friends,
will take his example and live lives that they will
always be proud of, make many friends and value
education.
-PAmHAFLEY

·Check & fill
differential fluid
• Check & fill power
steering fluid
• Check & fill windshield
washer fluid
• Check & fill battery
as required
• Inflate tires to
proper pressure
• Check headlights
• Check serpentin~ belt
• C.h eck coolant in
reservoir

• Change oil with
Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts
·Install new oil filter
• Check air filter
• Check wiper blades
• Vacuum interior floors
• Wash exterior
windows
• Check brake
fluid level
• Lubricate chassis
as required
·..Check & fill transmisSibn I transaxle fluid
.

on/$19.''
Free Fluid Refills
Between Servic~s!

Not valid with any other offer. cash value 1/100th of a cent. Coupon must be presented
.
at time of service . Only valid at this location. Offer va lid on most vehicles.

.

.

UCF
6

~-------------------- ---------------~
7583 University Blvd. . I Mon-Fri 8-,79.m. . ,.
Winter l>ark

I

Sat·Sun 8-6 >p.m.

(407), 657-'11222
'I
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UCF's 6,000+ graduate students now have 2.2 million mor·e reasons
that support ·t heir decision to pursue a graduat.e education

Congratulations to ou·r future· millionaires
The latest Census Bureau study shows thQt people with a
bachelor's degree earn an average of $1.2 million over the
cdurse of their working lives. However, individuals who earn a
master's degree are expected to earn $2.5 million, and those
with a doctoral education will earn $3.4.million during their
working liv~s.

..

·

Major ·Advantage
. www.graduate.ucf.edu
graduate@mail.ucf.edu
230 Millican Hall I 407.823.2766
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Permit Regulations:
Apermit is required for all motorvehicles parked on campus.
Permits MUST be ordered online,
and can be picked yp at the South
Garage or mailed to your home.
Daily permits are available.

Vehicle assistance offered
by Par.king Services:
• Jumpstart your car
. ·Call atow truck
• Inflate tires
·.• Give directions

Parking Services Hours:
Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday: 7:30 a.m. -5 p.m.

,_Online ';.., ., . , .," " " "'
· ~ub~ission of l
Citation Appeals
·~ Required · ~,..

How to get your parki_
ng permit.
Order your parking
permit online at,
www.parking.ud.edu .
. (complete instructions
are online)

Pay for your permit
• Avoid the lines. Pay on line with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.

(

• Pay on line and opt to pick up your permit.
• Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.

,,

Your permit ,tnustbe ordered online!
www.parking.ucf.edu
For info call: (407) 823-581·2
Safety Escort Patrol Service (S.E.P.S.)
provided by the UCF Police Department
- · Escorts for students on campus at night.
.

Call (407) 823-2424

I}

I
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CLASSIFICATIONS

,,

100 Help Wanted~General
125 Help Wanted: Part-Time
150 Help Wanted: Full-Time
175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
225 For Rent: Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: General
325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: Homes

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
No experience necessary!
Training provided. Age 18 +OK.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
Need Teacher or Assistant.
Must have same avail hrs Mon-Fri
UCF area. 407-340-4221.
).

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
\
Worktime, area, days of choice,' PT/FT ·
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
, Abbey's 407-268-4421
After School Rec Counselor Needed
Chelle Stack's Brown's Gymnastics
is now hiring fun, energetic,
responsible staff members
as PT instructors.
No exp needed to apply.
Call today 407-657-8774.

A

375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services
500 Events
525 Events: Greek Life
550 Events: UCF
600 Travel
700 ~orship
800 Miscellaneous

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

900 Wanted
999 Lost & Found

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Looking for exp. PIT babysitter for four
month old. 30 hrs.lwk. Mon-Fri. 3 to 9
'
p.m. by UCF area. $7/hr.
Call 407-729-0720.
Veterinary Assistant/Technician FT/PT
A high quality veterinary practice In
East Orlando is seeking a highly
motivated, people and pet oriented
assistant. Salary commensurate with
experience; we also offer excellent
benefits. Please contact Isabel at
407-447-9444.
RECEPTIONIST PT/FT
A high-quality veterinary hospital in
East Orlando is seeking a highly
motivated, people-oriehted
receptionist. Salary commensurate
with experience; we also offer
excellent benefits. Please contact
Isabel at 407-447-~444.

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discovei;

Seeking Child Caring Aid
to assist with communication,
socialization, and school work for a 6
year old autistic child. The family will
provide room and board, and monthly
salary
Contact 386-848-3415 for more info.

Are you energetic? Like to have fun?
Come join. our team! Sales associates
needed for ~ASCAR the official store.
Located at International Dr and Sand
Lake Road. Apply in person: 8000
International Dr, Ste 124.A, Orlando.

FT/PT-Curves. World's Largest Fitness
Organization is looking for fitness trainers.
Must be energetic, self motivated, have
an enthusiastic personality and love to
work with people. Various shifts and
3 locations avail. Fax resume to
407-971-1900 and/or email
jennifer@curvesoforlando.com

Mystery Shoppers
Needed for work at local stores
No exp reqdfTraining provided
Up to $19 per hour
Immediate openings FT/PT
Call. 1-888-898-4124

516
SIO

s3

PT Bookkeeper/Personnel Manager
Mitchell Hammock Pet Hospital apply at
255 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo
Call 407-366-7323.
Also part-time recept ionist help needed.
Extra $$ Part time lawn care, for single
family home in Oviedo, looking for
reliable high school or college student
every 7-10 days. All lawn equipment
provided, $55 per month.
Call 561-641-2687.

Need"ecr·1

for the Central Florida Future
15 to 20 hours per week. Must
have exp. with Photoshop,
llhtstrator and Quark.
Flex. hours. Please e-mail
publisher@UCFnews.com with
resume and availability.

•

I
I

WORK WITH KIDS!
.

High Energy Students Needed
Saturday Youth Track Programs
Contact Jim at 407-400-ABCD
or info@jetsportskids.qom

·-·-·-·- · -·- ·-·-·-·-·-·~

TALl, STRONG ENERGY
DRINK SEEKS

Fulton's Crab House, an Orlando dining
favorite, is an ultra-fun, high-energy seafood
restaurant set in a turn-of-the-century riverboat. Currently, we have exciting crew member opportunities available for the following positions:

SERVERS • HOST STAFF
LINE COOKS • DISH WASHERS
STEP ABOARD ANO JOIN US AT OUR JOB FAIR EVENT!
Fulton's Crab House at Downtown pisney®
1670 Buena Vista Drive, 1-4, exit68
Lake Buena Vista, FL 32830

Bilingual ReRS Also Needed for the Orlando Location!
En lish/Spanish
-

~....._,,....._,..,_..,,.,.o•""'

EO~

HELP WANTED

SS

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
~Ad options, upgrades, and additional discounts available
·Economic way to be.placed in over 35,000 weekly issues
• Reaching UCF, East Orlando, Oviedo, and Winter Springs
·Classified ads also viewable online 24 hoursa day

,.. G·raphic Designer

Thursday, July 28th
From 11 am-4pm

See you there!

STUDENT

SS
s5

Courtesy/Security Officer positions
available for 2nd & 3rd shifts. Licenses
and school costs reimbursed. Great Pay
and Benefits. Lake Buena Vista area.
Good Transportation a must. Fax
inquiries to 407-658-6103

Job Fair!! ·

Team member opportunities are also available at our Wolfgang Puck Cafe &
Portoblel/o Yacht Club Downtown Disney® locations.
·

LO~

First issue:
Each addl issue:

,

FULTON'S CRAB HOUSE
Job Fair!!

AD RATES

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

-

~

Call for an interview:
Orlando407·243·9400 •Winter Park407·673·9700

Customer Service Reps PT
No exp. necessary but minimal
computer skills a plus. Must be able
to type at ample speed. Locat ed near
Orlando Intl. Airport. Great for
college st udent looking for extra
cash. AM/PM positions av ailable. Call
Jon @ 407-243-6150 ext 2168 or
e-mail: jnieves@gosafco.com

bright, outgoing, energetic person
for good times around town. Must
enjoy meeting new people .
Knowledge of local geography, a
clean driving record and a passion
for life required. Bilingual a plus.
Become a member of the Orlando
Mobile Energy Team. As part of
the team, you'll seek out people in
need of energy and introduce them
to benefits of Red Bull.

Restaurant Equipment World is seeking'
PT clerical help. Applicants must be
happy and intelligent. Duties will include
filing, answering phones, sending faxes,
etc. Shift is 3-6 pm, Mon- Fri. resume to
jobs@rewonline.com or fax 407-679-1 699

If interested in joining the
Red Bull team , apply at
www.recruit.redbullmet.com.

Receptionist wanted Part Time in Dental
Office in West Orlando.
No experience necessary
Call 407-656-4702

Red Bun·
~~

ENERGY DRIN K

Babysitter needed for 3 YR old in UCF
area. Pays $6/hr, exp and resume a
must, flex schedule (Tues night a must),
must have own transportation.
321-356-6386

DISCOVER
•

.•
•
•
·•
•

Public Safety Dispatchers
Corrections Clerks
Law Enfo.r:cement Officers
Corrections Officers

NOW HIRING
All Positions, All Locations!!

Visit our website at

Ap_plebee's team members enjoy competitive wages with
great benefits, flexible scheduling and real advancement
opportunities.

. www.c~so.org
for a pre-application ..

•

We are an Equal
Opportunity
Employer and Drug
Free Workplace.

.
•

•A
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••

'
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•

•
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•

UCF
121 b3 Collegiate Way
Orlando, Florida
407-282-2055
GM: Tony O'Neil

,
I

..•

~

Orlando Locations: . ·

Come Join

Our Team
YOU CAN BE
ANYTHING
BUT BORED!!!

Heathrow
7055 CR46A
Lake ~ary, Florida
407-444-9930
GM: Bobby Shomo

· Maitland
298 Southhall Lane
Maitland, Florida
407-838-3585
GM: Kathy Kingston

Altamonte Springs Store Now Open!
Oak Groves Shopping Center
Corner of SR 434 &Jamestown Blvd.
995.SR 434 Suite 303
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714

j
!

June 27,2005 • t'.euttal ~ ~ -

BB
FOR RENT:
I~
~Homes
Prr telephone sales/customer service '
position . Must have excellent phone
• skills, customer service skills and basic
computer k nowledge. Flex schedule
8/HR. Contact Pam (407) 971-4339 or
pam@daysol.com

Nanny Wanted For Two Boys

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
Call 407-628-3844.

Collector Position open in the KGI
Collection Dept. Requirements:
1 year Collection Experience
1 year Timeshare Experience
Able to work Flexible hours - 2 nights a
week and Saturdays. Benefits: Hourly
Rate, Monthly Bonus & Weekly Spiff.
Call 407-658-9730 Ext. 11
Fax# 407-275-0431

Pegasus Pointe, UCF Affiliated Housipg,
is seeking motivated, outgoing applicants
for a full time leasing position.
No exp. required. Excellent benefits.
· Fax resumes to (407) 384-9060
Attn: Scott Orphan.

Looking for Mother's Helper
Part Time 25-30 hrs/wk.
In Windermere area (need own car) .
Call 321-303-0144

C!enttal 3=1oriba '1tture
NOW HIRING

I

LAYOUT EDITOR &GRAPHIC ARTIST 1

1

. LAYOUT EDITOR: QuarkXPress experience necessary. Sunday and
Wednesday availability to layout the Future during Fall semester.
. Must have good sense of design and composition.
GRAPHIC ARTIST: Must have knowledge in Quark, Photoshop and
Illustrator with part-time weekday availability. Fax resume to
407-447-4556 or e-mail: Ben@UCFnews.com.

COPY EDITORS
Four scholarship positions available for the Fall semester. Editing

· experience preferred. Must be available Tuesday, Wednesday
and/or Sunday. For more information, contact Dana Delapi at
newsroom@UCFnews.com.

The Future is always looking for new writers to join our team of journalists. Interested? Stop by the offcampus office at 6 p.m.Thursday night for a writer's meeting, or e-mail newsroom@UCFnews.com for info.

C!entral :floriba '1tture
I NOW HIRING I
I

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS
Fall Semester Beginning Aug. 18
Mondays and Thursdays
5:30 - 7:30 a.m. or 10:30 -12:30 p.m.
Truck or SUV helpful.
E-mail Brian@UCFnews.com

1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

Heather Glen
Apartments

Mature Responsible Female Needed
To assist wheelchair bound student in
routine school activities and basic daily
needs. $8/hr, Tues and Thurs, 9:30 am 6:30 pm. Starting this Fall semester.
Good note-taking, verbal skills reqd,
computer skills. Reliability and
dependability a must. Contact Anna
Meeks at 407-847-0788 or email resume
to ,purple@kua.net.

NURSERY WORKER NEEDED
For small Baptist church. 10 mins from
UCF. Must have exp. w/ 0-4 year-olds.
, Wed. nights and Sunday mornings,
$40/week. Call Jessica @ 407-923-5335

FREE RENT

2 roommates needed in nicely furnished
3 bedroom/2 bath' house. Front/back
patio. 2 miles from UCF. Bedroom not
furnished. $500/mo + 1/3 util.
Call 407-489-3075.

Prr runner needed for downtown law
firm. Morning and afternoon shifts
available. Must be reliable and have
own transportation. 407-425-q234

Caregiver needed for 38-year-old
disabled gentleman (wheelchair).
Daily 6-8 am, 10-11 pm, flex weekends.
Pay negotiable. Call 310-612-6661.

I

New 3035 sqft. Home 4BR 3.5 BA w/ loft
in E. Orlando. 2 Story, 2·car garage,
walk-in clo?ets1 inside util , cable/phone
outlets in every rm, all kit. appfi., W/D,
lawn care, priv. bath in 2nd BR, 5 miles
from UCF. Only $1750 + util. Individual
rooms avail from $375-57S/mo
Av~il now! Call today! 407-249-1417

Ages 11 and 8. For the right person,
living arrangements in exchange for PT
work. Close to UCF. Call 321-303-9219.

FIZZ-FOCUS-FUEL GOOD
Looking for serious individuals to ~arket
new energy drink! This product category
did 8 .8 billion last year! Visit our website
www.fuelgoodenergy.com or call ·
904-980-9212.
Part-Time
Sales Administration
Keybowl, Inc., the Wi~ter Park
technology company that developed the ' .
orbiTouch Keyless Keyboard, is looking
for a customer-focused individual to build
& maintain our sales database, conduct
direct mail campaigns, and contact
prospects in support of sales efforts.
Excellent computer skills, with
proficiency with MS Excel, Word and
PowerPoint a must. Attention to detail
and solid communication skills are key.
Prior ,s ales support experience and/or
familiarity with sales databases a plus.
15-20 hours weekly, flexible. Call
407-622-7774, or email.resume to
elaine@keybowl.com

mi1 HELP WANTED:
~Full-Time

ADVERTISING SALES
E;:;tablished Publishing Co. seeking full-t
I ime advertising representative for a
· eekly newspaper that serves Oviedo &
inter Springs. Looking for candidates
ith excellent communication skills,
trong work ethics and computer·
roficiency. Base salary + comm., health
enefits, 401K and more. Fax resume to:
07-447-4556 or email to:
\
arkL@knightnewspapers.com
Looking for people to hand out flyers.
$8.50/hr. 407-384-5822
Front Desk Assistant needed for apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. FaX resume or
inquiry to 407-938-9057

Fancy Lake-View 2-Story
Matching Rooinmates avail.
Master 400 sq ft/$600, 1 Reg. Bdrs.
still available $425. High Sp.
lnterneVAll Appl.
Anette: 407-716-0848
Leon: 407-334-6658
House for rent or lease in Orlando, FL
east side, 212 completely furnished,
Brand new appliances, Must sign a lease
yearly, $1200/monthly, $300 security
deposit 407-737-3714 or
ksmiller1993.@yahoo.com

407-657~0011
~
2 Rooms for Rent in August, 2005
New, very clean Waterford Lakes
Quiet, safe, internet, cable,
electricity, water/sewage inc;:luded
$600 per room . Call Carl 407-538-3394
TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT
approx. 1 mile from UCF campus
2bd 2ba w/loft,' W/D, dishwasher,
patio, pets ok. Avail. August
Hurry, wont last!!! $835/mo.
Call 954-648-6644

3 HOMES AVAILABLE
4/2, $1800-$2ooatmo.
For more information call 321-331-9438
or email info@ucfrentalhomes.com.

UCF one mile. 2b/2b duplex. Fence.
Large
shed. Washer-Dryer.
osb32816@bellsouth .net

Avalon ar
m ers prings
Upscale 2 Story-Home.
Just built Aug 05. 5 bdrms/4 full ba.
·
Luxurious Master $650.
BDRMs (Priv.Bath)$450
BDRMs (Shared Bath) $400 ·
High Sp. lnterneVAll Appl.
Sep. or Joint Lease
Anette: 407-716-0848
Add. BDRMs avail. nearby ($375-up)
Daviid: 407-925-7691
Leon: 407-334-6658

Room avail in 2/? apt at Pegasus Pointe.
Private rm & BA, furn , W/D, full kitchen,
3rd floor seclusion. $580/mo incl all util,
cable, & internet. No move-in or
renewal fees. Available now.
Call Andrew @ 407-383-4182.
3 Rooms for Rent in ·4/2 Lake front
home. $450/mo. Includes full utilities:
fully furnished. Located in Casselbury
(15 min away). Contact Michelle
310-809-4493 or quadrun16@aol.com

Female roommate wanted 3 bedrom
apartment. Close to UCF.
Call Erica 407-733-5302
1 Room left. $425 month to month or
$400 with lease.
Call Steve at 407-267-4982.
Avalon ar
1m er Creek
Upscale 2 Story-Home, built in July 05
5BRs/3 Baths. Only 2 BRs Still Avail.
(Shared Bath) $400
High Sp. lnterneV All Appl.
,l\.nette: •l07-716-0848
Leon: 4:)7-334-6658
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in 3
bdrm home'on lake, gated coinm, 6
mins from UCF. $500/mo incl. util,
n!s, no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis.
Avail Sep. 1st. Call 407-832-8160 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.
Professional couple seeks responsible
student roommates. 4/2.5 Waterford
Lakes home. $425/mo incl cable TV,
w/d, kitchen, in-ground pool, & util.
Month to month lease. Tennis, basketball
& volleyball avail at rec center.
No pets, family pets on premise.
Call (407) 380-4893 or (407) 737-2871 .

Looking for a 212 to share with female in
August/September, approx $600 a month•
including utitilities.
Call Shelley at 407-797-3117

"

2 roommates wanted for 4~3 house with
pool. 3000 sq. ft. beautiful property. $363.
plus util. Fully furnished with wireless
cable. UCF students call 407-282-4246. ,
Ask for Ian. Move-iri Aug.

"
•t

Waterford Room For Rent
Looking for responsible, clean, nonsmoker. Preferrably grad student who
works or studies at night. $450/mo incl '
every1hing. Call 407-380-1268.

•

Room for Rent in Avalon Park.
3 Bedroom 2.5 bath Townhouse.
$550 All-inclusive. Available ASAP
Eric 407-489-0877

•

Room Avail lmmeditely. Fully furnished, '
all utilities included, w/d, internet and ;
pool. $450/mo. Call 321-439-1439
Serious Inquires Only!
Rooms in new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
'Female only. All util. incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki @561-212-6291 .

~

Female student seeking Female
roommate for place to rent in UCF area! :
;
Call Lacey 954-558-3485
Room Avail in the Fall In 3/2 House
Located off of Suntree Blvd (four
lights from l,ICF on Univ, light
between Rouse & Dean in Suncrest ,
area). Looking for clean, n/s, person. •
No pets. $475/mo incl all util, cable,
phone, w/d. Call Steve w/ questions.
407-678-2482 or
kleinst_ 42@yahoo.com

..
~

·~

UCF Area on Dean and University.
2 rms in 4/3, $425/mo including utilities,
lawncare and large lot with fence.
Located in great safe areal
Avail Aug 17. 407-625-0238
WINTER PARK AREA
Female roommate wanted for master
suite w/ bath and lake view.
$565/mo incl util. Avail Aug 1st.
Call Nicole at 407-782-6377.

"
.,

GREAT HOUSE MINS TO UCF
Female Roommates Wanted
Cable & internet in every room, elect,
water, trash, lawn svc, & maid svc incl.
Furn/unfurn $625-$675 per room. N/S
Small pet Ok. Call 813.431.5464

2 Rooms avail in 4/2 he.use
close to UCF. Large backyard, hot
tub, W/D, lawn care. Phone, digital
cable, high-speed wireless internet &
storage incl. $400/mo. + 1/4'util.
Call for info. 321-230-0658.
2 Rooms Avail. iil 3/2 House.
$500/mo includes all utilities, cable,
internet access, W/D, community
pool, and tennis courts. For more
info call Bobby at 407-973-4751
1 Room for rent in Regency Park behind
UCF. 5 min drive to school. 2100 sq ft
fenced house, 2 story, 4/2.5. Looking for
Female to rent room and share bath.
Only 2 other roommates in house.
House is furnished except bdrms.
Lease is·for Fall and Spring semesters.
Price is negotiable. Call 305-962-2621
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Earn up to $170/mo.
· donating plas~a regularly .

r• a111111r1 .·
lll·A Pl•I.. •
11111
DC iologicals

r--~----,

Find out howthousands of students save I SPECIAL $10 OFFER I

lives and earn cash by donating plasma I

New Donors-Bring . I
. .regularly. Plasma is used to manufacture unique 1 this ad for SS extr~ on I

medicines for people with various illnesses. L2~ ~d~h~o~t~.J

)

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500_• www.dciplasma.com • 321-235-9100
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Wit··h Over.4,000 Employers!
Available to Summer Graduates

I

Through Knightlink, students can search for:

-

.

• Full-time Jobs
• Part-time Jobs

Full-time & Part~time:

• Co-ops*
• Internships*

•

Stop
by Career · Services
located across from the UCF
Marketplace main entrance. · ·

Stop by Experiential Learning
located in .H oward Phillips
Hall Room 208.
-

* Moving from PlacePro to Knightlink o ·n August 1 ~th. 2005
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·ucF Affiliated Housing ·
..

Your only choice for off-campus housing!
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2635 College Knight Court Orlando, FL 32826 4071384.8800
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Roommate wanted. Male or Female, 3/2
bedroom house.1 Room available $450
+1/3 utilities. 10 min from UCF. At night
Call Garrett @407-384-0281
During the day call 954-691-781a

***2 ROOMS AVAIL IN 412 HOME***
5 mins from UCF. Starting at
$350/mo incl water & electric.'
Clean & fully furnished.
Contact John at 904-669-2640.

Short-Term Lease at Pegasus Pointe
Furn bed & ba avail in 212.
$550/mo incl every1hing and
UCF shuttle. Great roommate.
Call Patrick at 386-916-8427.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
Room for rent iq 3/2 house in Oviedo.
Less than 1O min from UCF. Fenced in
backyard, quiet neighborhood, very
private. $500/mo incl all util, cable,
internet, w/d. Available now, no deposit
required I Short term lease available.
Please call Stacy@ 407-754-4697.

2 Rooms Availiable in 4/2 Home
$350/mo plus util & $350 deposit.
Less than 5 mins from UCF.
Great neighborhood. Unfurn rooms.
Mor F. Avail Aug. 1st.
Call 407-928-5431 or 407-488-4960.

Bed & ba avail immeduately for
sublease in Pegasus Landing 4/4.
Incl w/d, cable and internet.
Call Nancy at 561-738-7158 or
561-543-9456.

~~~--~---------

R 00 MM ATE WANTED

Male/student preferred. 3/2 UCF
area home w/ yard. $500/mo incl
util. Semester lease available
Call 727-687-9855.

"

,,

1>rm avail In a 4BD/3.5BA In a huge
beautiful lakeside home. 3000 sq. ft.
O.vall In Aug, $405/mo + 1/4 utils.
Right behind campus. Econ Woods
Contact oa·niel @ 407-466-1274
Roommate wanted. 4/bd house. Alafaya
Woods. $485/mo. util. incl., ethe'rnet, ·
W/D, cable. No Pets. Avail now. Call
407-828-2664 daytime or 407-654-4699
after 6 p.m.
~oom

for rent, 2 miles from UCF.
Spacious home w/ pool.
$400/mo utll incl. Contact Steve
305-281-3104, 407-736-0064,
or email scaslos76@aol.com

Female roommate wanted to share a 212
condo. Only 6 mi. from UCF. Rent
$350+1/2 utilities a month. $100 sec.
Deposit. UCF student preferred, non•· smoking, small pets ok. Call Sarah@
407-671-8184 or 813-629-0697

a.

314 House, Fully furnished, Rent includes
utilities and cable, full kitchen, 10 min
from UCF in Waterford Lakes. Asking
$425/month per 'room.
Available Aug. 1-15th. Females Only!
Call Halina 407-929-9972
11

2 female roommates needed tor a 4/3
house. Incl all util + hot tub. Brand new
. home less than 1 min from UCF in
Carillon. $450/mo. Call 239-841-6601.

.

• UCF Senior looking for 2 male
roommates for Alafaya Woods
house. $400/mo plus utilities.
Call Neal 321-431-1708

Female Roommates Wanted
II' . 3/1 UCF area home. $375/mo incl util.
Call 407·2"~3-9045.

LOOK!!!
2-bdrm avail. in a large house close
to UCF. Includes in-ground pool,
W/D, full kitchen. $350/mo. + .
split utll. Call 407-619-5642.
NO LEASE!!
3/2 House in UCF area.
$385/mo + 1/3 utilities.
Female preferred, but any clean and
responsible person will due.
Call 407-716-8978
~ --------------Young couple looking for a roommate in
"

3/2 off Dean Rd. $380/mo plus 1/3 util.
Must love large dogs and smoker
preferrable. Call 321-276-5761.
., Female looking tor nice, clean roommate
to share 212 condo in Ventura Country
Club. Guard gated, fully furn bdrm, util,
high speed internet, cable incl. $500/mo.
Call 407-384-6244 for more info ·

Clean and quiet 3/2 house 5 min. to
UCF! Large kitchen, living room, dining
room, big screen TV. Will sign 1
semester.lease. N/S. $475 + 1/4 utilities.
Call Kellen at (407) 928-2129
Room for Rent in UCF Area Home
Unfurn rm & shared ba avail. $500/mo
incl util. No lease. 1st and
last month plus $1-00 deposit.
Leave message at 407-232-1802.
UCF area - 10 mins. away. Female only.
$450/mo including everything.
N/S only. Available in August.
Call 609-654-8582 or email
kellyroop@hotmail.com
Furnished room, nice home near UCF.
Female preferred, nonsmoker, no pets
$500/month
·
Call 407-277-7080
Room Available In Townhouse
Female preferred. 5 mins from UCF.
Full kitchen, w/d. $350/mo plus half
util. Call 954-254-2493

3/3 Apartment for rent. Female only.
Village at Alaf(!ya Club. 3100 Alafaya
Club Drive. $545/month. Utilities 'incl.
$370 deposit. Willing to pay deposit.
Call 305-471-6295 or 754-581-5962 Or
954-680-2472
Addison Place Apts. Available
immediately! -Dec. 1bed/1 ba~h 651 sq. ft.
$495/mo, $60 application Fee, $200
Deposit. Free Shuttle Bus, Free Water,
Sewer,'Trash, and Pest Control Call
407-736-0135
Room available in 3/3 in Northgate Lakes
Apt. 1 year Lease. $505/month. Most
utilities included. Free Shuttle to UCF.
Call Amy 321-751-9070 or 321--432-6842
Save $25 a month by subleasing at
Pegasus Landing. Male or Female, 3/3'
$510/month, utils. included. Can move in
immediately. Will pay all move-in fees.
·
e-mail moody1421@aol.com
for more details.
Discounted Rent at Pegasus Pointe
Save $15/mo, $455 incl all util, ethernet,
cable, w/d, fully turn, free parking sticker,
and shuttle. No move in fees. Pools,
tennis, and basketball courts. Call Jesha
·
941-661-3038 or
geisha2138504@yahoo.com
Fm roommate wanted in Pegasus
Landing. Avail in Aug, ends July '06, no
move-in fees. $495/mo, utils incl. Will
pay $100 towards rent for first 4 mos in
'05. Call Jackie @ 407-362-2956 or
321-768-1971 .
2002-2003 Rates, 1bd/private bath in 212
apartment, only $525 all utilities included.
Free shuttle to UCF, W/D, 24 hour
computer lab. Call 407-341-5857

!SUBLEASE! $475jmonth
1bed/1 bath in 4/4 Pegasus Landing
available AUG 1! lease for fall& takeover
possible! UCF Shuttle Serv, Gym, Trash
Serv, Pool Contact Shylo 407.497.5018
First Month Rent Free in 4/4 at Pegasus
Connection. No fees, rent $485.
M or F, avail immediately. All utilities
included, fully furnished. Save $20/mo,
contact ucfhermione@gmail.com

Northgate Room

Fo~

Rent

Bd & ba avail in 3/3. $510/mo Incl util.
Two awesome female roommates.
Call Ashley at 727-422-6348.
Move In Today and Save $1362!1
1 bdr.m in 4 bdrm apt in Pegasus
· Point. $455/mo ($15/mo off regular
lease.) No move in fee (regular
$450). Parking decal included ($50).
July rent free, Aug. rent half price.
Lease ends July 31, 2006. Call:·
352-799-0127 or 352-796-3855
$470/mo at College Station Apts
No move-in fees & half off first mo.
Private bd/ba for female. All util,
shuttle, pool, ·computer lab, workout
area incl. 3 nice & clean F
roommates. Call 352-318-2510.
Private bed & ba avail now In furn
212. $535/mo Incl all utll, ethernet,
w/d, free shuttle, computer lab, and
pool. Lease incl 27" flat-screen tv for
the year. Call 407-n0-7687.

8'x2' Bar For Sale
Red mahogany wood w/ black
marble top. Bullt-ln kegorator.
Excellent condition, $1000 obo.
Call 321-514-2062.
I

MOVING SALE
Living room set, foosball table,
washer/dryer and much more.
Call Kurt at 941-586-7746.
Comfortable L-seat sofa w/ two end
tables and coffee table, $500 obo.
Small microwave, $20.
3 cubic ft mini fridge, $70.
Or $80 for both. PERFECT FOR
DORM. Black table w/ glass top &
fixtures, $100 obo. EmaJI for pies
stephany_esplnal@yahoo.com.
Call Stephany at 954-554-8323.
USED FURNITURE SALE
Some scratched or water-stained,
some perfect. All comfortable &
functional. Sofa $75, recliner $75,
futon sofa/bed $185. Also many
shelves, desk, tables, and more.
Call 407-352-2709.
For sale: full living room furniture set
(2 couches and m<01tching chair, coffee
table, end table, 2 TV stands, dining
room table with chairs, and corner desk)
Call 954-240-2135

11

12

13

16

Hondas from $500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For into and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502

FOR SALE:
I~
~Homes
UCF Area Homes For Sale
Call for free list of homes in the UCF
area. We specialize in finding UCF
students their first home, for free.
UCF alumni Nick Phillips/Mark
Falsetto KW Realty 407-810-7622

WWW.ORLANDOELITE.COM
Dedicated to UCF Students/Families
Real Estate Needs. Avalon Realty
Call Eric Voss 407-489-0877
Email: ucfrealtor@yahoo.com
Condo for sale near Waterford Lakes.
Move in mid-July. 3 units avail.
1,2, and 3 bedrooms.
Eric Voss w/ Avalon 407-489-0877
3bd/2ba mobile home tor sale in
Deerwood Pjr~ screened in porch
located in Orlando. $38,000
Call 21-504-7899

55
58

61
COPLEY NEWS Sl!llVICE

By Chatlet PtHton

ACROSS
Child Care n My Oviedo home.
Children 6 wks-4 yrs. Mon-Fri
7am-5:30~m Great references.
DCF registered. Call 407-359-0536
Private Music and Voice Lessons
Most Instruments.
Lake Underhill and Rouse Road Area.
Call 407-447-7272

WE LOVE OUR JOB!
Up to $80k/yr commissions.
LEADERS CAN EARN
Up to $200k/yr commissions_
We offer:
•wealth building for you
and your family
*Free qualified leads
*Immediate weekly cash
*Monthly cash bonuses
*Fast t'rack to advancement
*Stock ownership program
*No MLM
Call Monday only 1 Oam-5pm.
407-363-6900
www.rleblanc.mw-career.com
CA2160784339
Frustrated? Need Assistance?
Term Paper Help?
Call our professionals. With over 20
years exp, meeting your research and
writing needs. Toll Free 1-888-345-8295.
www.customessay.com

1 ILO word
6 Elide
10Throws
14 Yawning
15Post-WWll package ·
16 Asian nursemaid
17 Inmates, at times
20 Relatives, briefly
21 One way to stand
22 Engine, or its
inventor
23 Printer's measures
24 Ice cream measure
25Sells
26 Missiles flight
27 Ford product, briefly
28 Dog tags, briefly
31 Mistreat
34GWTWword
35 Ketch or yawl
36 Inmates, at times
39 Early p,ulpit
40 Word with bellum
41 Adjust a clock
42 Patriotic org.
43Cuckoos
44 Bottom line
45 Sonar device
47 Assist
48 Child's amt.

51 Non-clergy
53 Forte of 8 Down:
abbr.
54 -Smidgeon
55 Inmates, at times
58 WWII weapon
59Dull pain
60 Coeur d ' _, ID
61 Crimson
62Stash
63 Operatic voice

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Backslide
Once more
Biting remarks
Chooses .
Stimpy's pal
O rt
Shoemaker's form
Psychic Geller
Produced a likeness
of
10 Prepared an apple
11 EPA concern
12 Prey
13 Artist/author
' S ilverstein
18Homeric
19 Bush's military rank:
abbr.

24 Eins, zwei, __
25 Locality
26 Regarding
27 Protective
waterworks
29 Minnow-like fish
30 Proofreader 's
n_otation
31 Prep. school
32 See 61 Across
33Scolded
34 Pertain ing to
hereditary units
35 Borscht ingredient
37 Some shakes
38Angry
43 Nisan preceder
44 Philippine palm
46 Publ ic spat
47 Awry
48Mememto
49 Office worker,
briefly
50 One footing the bills
51 Strong appetite
52 One opposed
53 Reverberate
54 Eric, of Monty
Python
56 Columbus Day mo.
57 Confessions of
Turner

Crossword presented by

Heather Glen

Junk-2-Dump. Clean out shed/garage.Rental properties, Appliances, Yard
1rash, Remodel, six days a week
Call Richard 407-568-2858

Apartments
1 & 2 Bedrooms

ASK ABOUT
OUR SPECIALS!

Sky Dive Space Center
Floridas Highest Jumps. 15k -18k. 4 or
more get a discount! 35 min. from UCF.
1-800-823-0016, skydivespacecenter.com

407-657-001 1

WHY RENT
when you can

tet me show

OWN?
3 .BEDROOM,
2 BATH HOMES

you how.
.

FREE HOME WARRANTY
AND MAID SERVICE

l'NCLUDED WITH TRANSACTION.
~:

Come join your classmates already living here•••.
.plus receire a Fiii Washer/Dryerl
• Down Payment Assistance
• Immediate Occupancy
• Over 11 Homes·to Choose From
• Tax Deductions

•Clubhouse
• Two Swimming Pools
• Two Recreation Areas
• Private Home Sites

Models Open Monday-Saturday 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
and Sunday 11:00 a.m.-4:00 p_.m.
· On Colonial (Hwy. 50) 2 Miles East 01 Alalaya

407-281-6029
1575 Pel Street • Orlando, Florida 32828 • www.fl_aparks.com
J,

•

Rem-ember, service is the key, when you
think of Real Estate, call Donna Ashley.

- ' ------~,....___...._
KEl,1.ER WI
ADVA

TAGE

®

RE. ALTY

1750 W. Broadway Street, Suite #.106
Oviedo,. FL 32765
Office: 407-977-7600 ·Cell: 407-463-1120 ·Fax: 407-977-7612
Email: Ashley~ells@cfl.rr.com • Website: lft!WW. AshleySellsfl.com

•

-...

Internet Coming
Fa'll 2005~

WHEN IT
COMES TO ·

---__,. BEDROOMS
AND
CLOSETS!

Janning Bed
Coming Fall 2005

